
Notes taken from Affinity Photo tutorial videos 
 

Affinity Photo 

https://affinity.serif.com/en-gb/photo/ 

 

Latest tutorial videos 

http://affin.co/PhotoTuts 

 

The tutorial set includes: 
 

Beginners Series 

 Opening & Saving 
File [menu] - Open - opens any supported photo format file  
File [menu] - Save - overwrites open file - destructive overwrite of an image 
File [menu] - Save As – only saves in Affinity file format ".afphoto" with layers etc. 

 
 Layers 

Use layers for non-destructive image processing 
- Can be readjusted, reordered or turned off  

                              
 Adjustments 

Add adjustment by: Layer [menu] - New Adjustment Layer - Brightness and Contrast 
  - Then adjust settings, close adjustments dialog 
  - Reopen adjustment dialog by double clicking the icon in Layers panel 
Common adjustments 
  Brightness and contrast - basic brightness and contrast  
  HSL - hue, saturation, lightness - color shift, saturation, brightness  
  Selective color - selectively change colors 
  Exposure - brightness 
  Black and White - adjust contribution of each color to B&W mix 
  Levels - set Black and White points 

                              
 Filters 

Blur, sharpen, etc. 
Filters need to be applied to a pixel layer, otherwise will have no effect 
FILTERS ARE DESTRUCTIVE – use Layer - Live Filters for non-destructive filters 
Live Filters can be reordered by dragging in layer stack 
 - Common filters 
     Haze removal 
 - Common Live Filters – by default are nested into pixel layer they apply to 
      Vignette - darken corners 
      Perspective - geometric distortion correction 
      Lighting - add a light source - control direction, spread etc. of light 

                              

https://affinity.serif.com/en-gb/photo/
http://affin.co/PhotoTuts
https://vimeo.com/173587661
https://vimeo.com/173587349
https://vimeo.com/173587170
https://vimeo.com/173586970


 Exporting 

Write out standard image format files 

File [menu] - Export - pick file format, set options, and click Export, navigate to the 

destination folder and enter filename, click Save 

Use the Export persona for more control 

  

Introduction 

 Discover Affinity Photo 
Tools panel on left side - brushes etc. 
Context toolbar just above image - settings for selected tool 
Panels on right side - tabs to switch to particular panel 
   - Layers, undo history, channel control, histogram, and color 
Persona selection at the top left 

 - Photo (image editing)                                                                     

 - Liquify (mesh distortions)                                                              

 - Develop (raw image processing, usable on any pixel layer)    

 - Tone mapping (HDR, usable on any pixel layer)                        

 - Export (more control over outputting than File - Export)        
 
Enable non-default panels by View [menu] - Studio and click panel to show 
Help - Affinity Photo Help - offline help with search 
 

 Getting Started 
File - Open - can select multiple images to open several 

 Crop tool (on left tool panel) - drag handles to crop, click Apply at top left   
 Zoom by Alt-mouse wheel 
 Level horizon by: crop, click “Straighten” button on context toolbar 
    - Click and drag a line along the horizon,  
    - Then release the mouse button and image is rotated 
 White balance - Layer [menu] - New Adjustment Layer - White Balance 

 Remove objects from image using Inpainting Brush from left toolbar      
    - Paint over object to remove, release mouse button to remove object 

 
 Technical Benefits 

Brushes and similar tools show a preview of the effect they will apply before you click 
           - E.g. within the brush circle at the current position 
        Adjustments work in real time to make changes easy 
        Raw conversion allows tone curve to be disabled to greater highlight recovery 
        Undo history allows stepping back and forward through changes, and can be saved in an 

.afphoto file 
        Color format conversions:  
           - Options in some adjustments (e.g. Curves) have a selectable color format 

https://vimeo.com/173586779
https://vimeo.com/130981861
http://vimeo.com/135046552
https://vimeo.com/173471322


           - Document [menu] - color format - converts between 8 and 16 bit, RGB, LAB, CYMK etc. 
        Embedded images can be adjusted as layers and edited in their own right 
        All filters work equally in 8 and 16 bit modes 

  

Basics 

 Document Setup 
File [menu] - New - set document type (print, photo, web etc.) – sets color format, profile, 
dimensions, DPI – that can then be customized 
Document [menu] - Color format - change 8/16/32 bit, RGB/CYMK/LAB/greyscale 
Document [menu] - Convert ICC profile 
Document [menu] - Assign ICC profile 
Document [menu] - Rotate +/- 90 degree, Flip horizontal/vertical 
Document [menu] - Flatten - process all layers into a single pixel layer 
 
Also File [menu] – New from clipboard – creates a document using an image from the clipboard  

 
 Layer Concepts 

Layers can be: bitmaps, tonal adjustments, convolution filters, vector objects (shapes, text) 
Layers enable a non-destructive workflow 
     - double click the icon on any adjustment layer to change its settings at any time 
Adjustment layers apply to anything below them 
Nested filters only apply to the bitmap they are nested below 
Tools (paintbrush etc.) only apply to the currently selected layer 
     - If a tool is not working it is mostly because an adjustment layer is selected 

 
 Layers Overview 

Shift-click selects multiple layers – click the tick to turn selected layers on or off 
Rename a layer by selecting it then click on the title once to edit the name 
Group layers (to hide individual layers) by shift-click, chick New Group icon (a folder icon) at the 
bottom of the layers panel. 
   - click the arrow at the left of a group to expand it 
 

 Live Filter Layers 
Live Filters do not create file size problems that come with duplicating pixel layers 
Order of layers may make a difference 
Example - for sharpening: High pass filter, adjust radius, set blend mode to linear light 

 
 Scaling and Transforming 

Moving a document  
          - View tool (hand) moves the document – drag similar to using scroll bars 
          - Move tool (black arrow) moves objects in document 
          - The layer containing the object must be selected 
          - Move an object by click-drag 
          - Rotate using rotate handle (point off top center)  
          - Shift-rotate is constrained to 15 degree steps 
          - Resize by corner handles to retain aspect ratio 

https://vimeo.com/130981393
http://vimeo.com/161743233
https://vimeo.com/130980508
https://vimeo.com/133428170
https://vimeo.com/171918701


          - Resize by handles in mid-sides distorts 
          - Skew by dragging the line to the rotate handle 
          - Skew vertically by drag close beside mid-side vertical side lines 
          - Clicking on an object will select the layer that the object is on 
          - Ctrl-resize will resize around center of object rather than from the opposite corner 
          - Shift-resize will disable ‘preserve proportions’ while resizing from a corner 

 
 
 Cutting Out 

To cut an object from an image - select it 
- Maybe using selection brush, then click Refine 
- Isolate an object by clicking Mask Layer [‘circle in a square’ icon] at the bottom of the layer 

panel   (the unselected areas become transparent) 
- Export a PNG or TIFF with alpha transparency keeps subject isolated 
- Without mask layer - Edit [menu] - Copy   will copy the object 
- Go to another image - Edit - Paste - pastes a copy of the selected object 
   - The object is pasted as a new pixel layer 
   - Use the Move tool (Black arrow) to move and resize the object 
- Blend in object by 
   - Add a Mask Layer, select the mask layer 
   - Select the Paint Brush tool, set color to Black  
   - Select a textured brush (on brushes panel beside color panel) 
   - Painting will hide some of edges on the object to merge it into the background 
   - Match the object sharpness - add very small amount of Gaussian Blur as needed 
   - Match tonality - example used curves, adjusted colors individually 

 
 Understanding DPI 

Affinity Photo defaults to 96dpi on developed photos 
Document [menu] - Resize document - uncheck 'resample' change DPI number 
   - changes DPI value, but makes no other changes to image 
File [menu] - New - set units (mm or inches), dpi and dimensions, then copy and paste an image 

and resize image to fit the (print) document 
 

 Accessing Help 
Help [menu] – Help… - Opens Help window 
Some elements interactive - e.g. before/after slider on images 

  

Transforming 

 Image/Canvas Resize 
       Document [menu] - Resize document - resizes the image  

Resize algorithms:  
Nearest neighbor - fast, useful on digital art not photos 

              Bilinear - soft (useful for making small thumbnails) 
              Lancsos non-separable is best for photos 
Document [menu] - Resize canvas – resizes the working area 

https://vimeo.com/134729670
https://vimeo.com/152999247
https://vimeo.com/147726433
https://vimeo.com/130979953


Anchor is used to select part of image to keep - part of the unanchored image may be cropped if 
resize makes image smaller 

Canvas resize is non-destructive - resize larger will show parts of the image cropped by a smaller 
canvas 

 
 Cropping: Practical 

Crop tool (LHS toolbar) 
- Mode [on context toolbar] dropdown allows pixel dimensions to be selected 
- Crop area can be dragged from the middle 
- Commit crop by: click "Apply" or hit Enter 
Snapping option (Magnet icon at top of screen) - snap crop to edges of image 

 

 Cropping: Aesthetic 

Select crop tool from left hand toolbar 
Thirds grid shown by default 
  - Place the subject on thirds lines/point 
Other grids selected by "Overlay" on the context toolbar 
  - Diagonals - good for placing subject in very center 
  - Golden spiral - place subject in center of spiral, growing out along spiral 
Document [menu] - Unclip canvas - restores full image (crop is non-destructive)    

 
 

 Straightening Images 
Make horizons level by 
- select crop tool from left toolbar 
- Click Straighten in context toolbar (or Ctrl-click) - mouse pointer shows ruler icon 
- Click and drag along a line that should be horizontal (or vertical) 
- Release the mouse button and the image is rotated to make to line horizontal (or vertical) 
- Then shrink crop rectangle to remove missing areas created by the rotation 
- can also drag along a vertical line 
Can also use Straighten to make a horizon un-level 
Can also use the Inpainting brush or other functions to fill in edges resulting from rotation 

 
 Cropping: Golden Spiral 

Shift O (for overlay) flips the center of the spiral around the  
4 corners of the image 

 
 Cropping: Options 

Mode (in context toolbar) controls proportions of crop 
 - Unconstrained = crop to any proportions 
 - Custom Ratio = type numbers in Width and Height fields beside Mode 
 - Add Preset = save the current aspect ratio 
 - Remove a Preset by selecting it, then Delete Preset 
 - Absolute Dimensions - crop to specific width and height in pixels/inches/mm/etc. 
 Reset in context toolbar sets crop back to full image 
 No need to drag nodes of crop box - can click and drag anywhere in image 

https://vimeo.com/130976135
https://vimeo.com/130975893
https://vimeo.com/130975566
https://vimeo.com/134952402
https://vimeo.com/152992513


 
 

 Aligning Images 
File [menu] - New Stack - can be used to align images 
 - Select the images, tick "Automatically align" 
 - Select the live stack group [in Layers stack] 
 - click Arrange [menu] Ungroup 
 - click an individual image to select it 

 

Selections and Masking 

 Making Selections 
Marquee tools:  

Rectangle (Shift = square)  
Ellipse (shift = Circle) 

Flood select – click and drag to identify similar 
pixels, then drag left or right to change 
tolerance  (note contiguous option in context toolbar) 

Freehand select - drag to draw around selection area  
- Use New or Add in context toolbar to replace or add to selections 
Selection brush - normally use Snap to edges - click & drag to select area 
- Use Subtract mode (or Alt) to tidy edges     
- Brush size and speed of drawing controls area selected and tolerance (small brush = track 

edges better)  
 

 Refining Selections 
Make a section (use any of the selection tools), then click Refine in context toolbar – it shows 
red for non-selected area. Drag over the area to refine – normally the edge of the selected area. 
Alt-drag to paint (remove selection).  Good for hair, leaves etc. 
 
Click ‘Foregound’ so drag makes areas selected. 
Click ‘Background’ so drag makes area deselected. 
 
Dropdown beside Quick Mask (White square with black circle in top toolbar) has options for 
showing the selection by a red overlay (on non-selected areas), black, white or transparent.   
  
Convert the current selection to a mask by clicking New Mask (the ‘white square with black 
circle in it’ icon) at bottom of Layers panel. 
The current selection can then be cleared by  Select [menu] – Deselect or  Ctrl-D. 
 
Right click on the icon of the mask in layers panel (do not right-click on the name – a different 
right-click menu is shown), select Refine Mask. It shows the same Refine Selection dialog as 
refining the selection. 
   - preview modes (e.g. Black and white) may show mask being edited better  
   - Feather softens the edges of the mask 
   - Smooth will lose fine detail of edge 
   - Ramp expands of shrinks the selection area 

http://vimeo.com/161032976
https://vimeo.com/130975378
https://vimeo.com/130974710


   - Border width - like tolerance of selection - higher Border Width will close gaps between fine 
detail areas   

    
 

 Pixel Selections from Layers 
To make a selection based on a mask in a layer - select the layer in the layers panel, Select 

[menu] - Selection from Layer 
 Reverse selection by: Select [menu] - Invert pixel selection   (e.g. switch between sky and 

foreground selection) 
 

 Quick Masks 
Paint a mask by: Click "Quick Mask" (The ‘white square with a black circle’ icon in the top toolbar 

in the middle) 
- it shows a red overlay – the masked-out area. Paint a selection using the Paint Brush tool, 

setting the color to White to define the unmasked areas,  paint areas to be hidden by the 
mask using Black. You may want to reduce brush hardness. 

 - Q shortcut toggles red on and off - replaced by selection dashed lines 
 - The dropdown beside the Quick Mask icon in the top toolbar control mask display 

(red/white/black/transparent) 
 Adding an Adjustment Layer or Live Filter uses the current selection as a mask on the layer 

    
 

 Layer Masks 
All Adjustment Layers and Life Filters automatically have a mask to control where they apply 
- The default mask is apply to all of image 
- The mask can be modified by painting etc. - paint with White to set area to apply adjustment, 

paint with Black to turn off adjustment 
To edit a mask: right click on icon of the mask in the Layers panel - Edit Mask - show mask in 

black and white (white for areas visible through the mask) 
To move the mask away from its layer - right click on mask icon in Layers panel - Release Mask 

or just drag the mask in the Layers panel. 
 

                                
 Channels 

From the Channels panel - right click on a channel - Load to pixel selection - sets selection based 
on the channel 

  - e.g. sky adjustment by select blue channel - Load to Pixel selection - add Brightness and 
Contrast adjustment - deselect (to remove dash lines) - adjust sky brightness 

Right click on a channel - Create greyscale layer - create a pixel layer from the channel 
 
                                              

 Channels for Alpha Masking 
Make a selection - e.g. Select [menu] - Tonal Range - Select Shadows 
 Select [menu] - Save selection - As Spare channel 
 Find "Spare channel" in channels list, right-click - rename "Shadows" 
 Select [menu] - Deselect   turn off current selection – Shortcut Ctrl-D 
 ... repeat with highlights and rename the spare channel to “Highlights”  (used below) 
 

https://vimeo.com/130973473
https://vimeo.com/130973259
https://vimeo.com/130972598
https://vimeo.com/134722059
https://vimeo.com/143990072


 Shift - Ctrl and click on the icon of a layer in the layers stack - makes a Luminance selection 
 Right-click on “Pixel Selection” in the Channels panel - Create Spare Channel, then rename it. 
 
 Use the “Shadows” and “Highlights” channels created above by 
1- Add a High Pass Live Filter, set blend mode to Linear Light 
 - In channels : Right click on "Highlights" - Load to High Pass Alpha 
 - This adds a sheen to the highlights 
2 - Add a Recolor adjustment, set a low Saturation, load Shadows channel 
   - To Recolor Adjustment Alpha 
   - This adds a tint to the shadows 
3- Add a Black and White adjustment 

 
 

 Exposure Merging 
Take 2 raw photos - one exposed for shadows, the other exposed for highlights. 
Raw develop both photos with Highlights at minimum (far left) value, all other controls at 

default settings. Click Develop on both photos. 
Select all of image 2 and copy it (Ctrl-A, Ctrl-C)  
Go to image 1, paste (Ctrl-V) – paste adds the pasted image as a new layer 
Align images by  
- Set blend mode of layer 2 to difference, zoom in  
- Select the Move tool (Black arrow) 
- Move the image 2 layer tomake edges align 
Zoom out, set blend mode to Normal 
Click blend ranges on layer 2 (gear icon on Layers stack) 
- Reduce shadows a little - so the bottom layers shows a little 
With layer 2 selected - add a layer mask, select the mask (click on layer icon) 
Select paintbrush tool, color black, set large soft bush, low opacity 
Paint over shadow areas to make layer 1 show through - draw multiple times with low opacity to 

build mask as needed 
Handle fringing by select BOTH layers, apply the Defringe filter (applies to selected layers even 

of not displayed) 
 
                                      

 Channels: Creating/Storing Selections 
If there is any fringing in image apply a Defringe filter to clear it up before making masks 
If creating a mask is difficult because of lots of fine detail (e.g. tree) find the channel with most 

contrast in part of image of interest 
 - show an individual channel by clicking "composite Red" (or Green or Blue) 
 - right-click Pixel-Red (or Blue or Green) - Create greyscale layer 
 - show all channels by clicking round circular arrow at top right of the Channels panel 
 - In the Layers panel: select the greyscale layer just created, add a nested Brightness and 
Contrast adjustment 
 - add lots of contrast, some extra brightness 
 - add Levels adjustment to make blacks and whites stronger BUT make sure detail is not lost 

(detail is required for a good selection) 
 - right-click the greyscale layer - Rasterise (adjustments are applied, updating the image data in 
the layer and adjustment layers removed) 

https://vimeo.com/135570308
http://vimeo.com/155542288


 - select by Flood Select tool, uncheck contiguous, select the sky by dragging over some sky then 
drag-right to increase tolerance until all parts of sky selected 
 - use the selection brush to tidy up any areas to add or remove 
   (Change to ADD or SUBTRACT in context toolbar) to help 
 - In the channels panel: right click "Pixel selection" - Create Spare Channel 
 - Rename Spare Channel to Selection 
 - Click on a selection tool, click Refine in context toolbar 
 - Create spare channel, rename to "refined selection" 
 - Two channels are created because we want to try both to see which work the best 
 - Clear selection by Selection [menu] - Deselect 
 Try selection by 
 - Add an adjustment layer 
 - Right click on a saved selection layer - Load to HSL Alpha channel 
 - Inspect result - make sure mask has applied as expected 
 - Right click HSL Adjustment Alpha channel in layers - Invert 
 - Check that expected areas are adjusted 

             
                                  

 Clipping vs Masking 
- File [menu] - New - create an A4 document 
- Rectangle - draw a rectangle, Stroke (in context toolbar) set stroke width 
- Add images by File [menu] - Place - select an image file, click-drag to place and size the image 

in document 
- Mask the image using the rectangle by: 
   - Drag the rectangle layer in layers stack to nest in the image as a mask (drop on vertical blue 

bar beside the image while dragging) 
   - Drag to resize rectangle - image is limited to rectangle 
   - Select the image layer (not the mask) and resize - rectangle is resized to image 
- Clipping - drag rectangle layer to above image 
   - Then drag image and drop on the blue bar BELOW the rectangle not to nest 
   - The image is now a clipping layer 
   - It can be freely moved inside the rectangle 
   - Selecting the rectangle layer lets the rectangle (and the image in it) be moved and resized 
   - The "Lock children" option in the context toolbar stops the image being resized when the 

rectangle is resized (the image gets clipped) 
Adjustment layers can be nested as a layer mask (vertical blue box) or as a clipping mask 

(horizontal blue box) and work the same way as either 
To control layout clipping generally gives more control   
 
    

 Vector Masking 
Can add a vector layer as a mask on a raster layer 
Select a bitmap layer, draw using any of the vector drawing tools - e.g. circle 
The vector drawing creates a new vector layer 
In the layers stack: drag the vector layer to nest within the pixel layer using the vertical blue box 

(set it as a layer mask) 
The image is then masked to the vector shape 

https://vimeo.com/168186956
https://vimeo.com/142378782


- Select the vector layer (click the icon of the layer in the Layers panel). The vector shapes can be 
modified to change the mask. 

- Using Gaussian blur in the effects panel allows edges of the mask to be softened 
Dragging the circle to snap to edges allows a strong vignette to be created 

                                       

  

Correction 

 
 Adjustment Layers 

Adjustment layers provide a non-destructive way to modify an image 
 Layers [menu] - New Adjustment Layer - pick an adjustment type 
 Black and White adjustment 
   - Contribution of colors can be changed for each standard color 
   - A layer can be turned on and off (tick at right in layers stack) to show before and after 
 White Balance 
   - Warm or cool with the blue-orange slider 
   - Tint with the magenta-green slider - to correct color caste 
 HSL (Hue, Saturation, Lightness) 
   - Saturation adjusts color intensity 
   - Can switch HSL to HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) by ticking the HSV check box 
      In HSV decreasing Saturation also increases Brightness 
      In HSL changing Saturation does not change Brightness 
 Exposure 
   - Change brightness the same as if camera had exposed for a longer or shorter time      
 Adjustment layers be nested (vertical blue bar) in a pixel layer to only affect that layer 
    - Double click icon of an adjustment layer to reopen its controls 
    - If a pixel layer is masked then the adjustment only affects the part of the image 
    - Nested adjustments can be turned on or off by the tick at right 
    - If a nested adjustment is selected when adding a new adjustment the new adjustment layer 

will also be nested 
                      
Adjustments can be added from 
 - The Layers menu 
 - The Layers panel – click the half white circle icon at the bottom for a menu 
 - Adjustments panel – click and adjustment click a preset, modify setting more if desired 
 - Blend modes and masking can be applied to layers 

 
 

 Levels 
Filters [menu] - Colors - Auto levels - destructive filter that stretches the tonal range to the full 

width of the histogram 
Layers [menu] - New Adjustment Layers – Levels - controls for black and white levels 

individually, plus gamma 
  - Individual channels can have levels adjusted independently 

 
                                      

https://vimeo.com/130972458
https://vimeo.com/130968682


 Curves 
Allows control over shadows, midtones, highlights, and contrast 
Drawing an 'S' curve - boost highlights and darken shadows - adds contrast 
Individual color channels can be adjusted separately 

 
                                      

 Shadows/Highlights 
Shadows and Highlights adjustments in Develop persona 
Layers [menu] - New Adjustment layer - Shadows and Highlights - only small adjustments  
Filters - Shadows / Highlights --- destructive, but works better when a large correction is 

required 
  - Shadow range - controls tonal range that shadows adjustment affects 
  - Shadow radius - set area with mod tone contrast (controls fringing/halos) 
  - Aim to recover shadows and highlights and minimize halos 
  - Then click Apply 
Layers [menu] - New Live Filter - Shadows and Highlights 
  - Same controls and destructive filter 
  - Non-destructive   

 
                                      

 Split Toning and Selective Color 
Split toning alters the hue of shadows and highlights separately. 
In (raw) Develop persona 
 - On the Tones panel - tick “Split Toning” to alter tone of highlights or shadows 
 - Set saturation low (20% - 30%) then set color – e.g. blue for highlights, orange for shadows 
 - Balance is balance between highlights and shadows 
 - Then increase or decrease saturation if needed 
 In Photo persona 
 - Layers [menu] - New Adjustment - Selective Color Adjustment 
 - Select a color, and then adjust Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black.  
 - Uncheck "Relative" for a larger effect 
 - Select Neutral color to change overall color 
 - Select Blacks color to tone shadows 

 
 

 LAB Color Mode 
Change to LAB color by: Document [menu] - Color format - Lab 
 - Channels change to Lightness, A, B 
 - LAB matches perception - better for selections matching visual similarity 
 - A Curves adjustment applied to the Lightness channel does not change color, just brightness 
 - Adjustments to A and B can change saturation, small differences between A and B can change 

color tone - useful in mixed light source images to change color balance 
 - Apply adjustment like sharpening to the Lightness channel to avoid color noise 
   Done by turning off Pen icons on A and B in Channels while applying filter 
   - Also Blur A and B channels to smooth out color noise or morae 
 - LAB is a bit slower then RGB 
 

 

https://vimeo.com/130967996
https://vimeo.com/136106490
https://vimeo.com/136106053
https://vimeo.com/134841742


 
 Defringing and Chromatic Aberration 

Defringe - in Develop module and in Layers [menu] - Live Filters - Defringe filter 
Use by: drag fringe color slider to match color of fringe 
   - Fringe should then vanish 
   - If not: reduce Edge Brightness Threshold 
- If multiple fringe colors - add another Defringe  Live Filter 
 
Chromatic Aberration 
- Filters [menu] - Colors - Chromatic Aberration 
- If filter does not remove all the chromatic aberration - apply the filter again 

 
                              

 Live Perspective 
Layers [menu] - New Live Filter - Perspective  
- First drag bottom control corners to level the horizon 
- Then drag top control corners to adjust height & width 

 
                                    

 Stacking: Noise Reduction 
Normal noise reduction on high-ISO will smooth detail 
Alternative: take multiple (>20) images (using the burst mode of the camera) 
File [menu] - New stack - click Add, select the images, tick "Automatically Align", click OK. 
 - Alignment – “Perspective” is more powerful than "scale, rotate, translate" 
A stack is created with 1 line in layers stack - can expand to show all the source images - Alt-click 

to display a particular layer 
Noise much reduced, with no loss of detail (?) 
Stacking takes the average of all images in stack 
Can try 'median' (mid point) rather than 'mean' (average) - click 'u' or ‘X’ on the right of the stack 

line in the Layers panel - experiment to see which works better. 
May do Document [menu] - Flatten to save space before more editing 

 
                                     

 Stacking: Object Removal 
Median stacking mode is better if there are moving objects in images 
Mean will tend to show shadows/ghosts of moving objects 

 
                                     

 Stacking: Exposure Merging 
In a scene with too much dynamic range exposure merging can make a merge that handles the 

dynamic range without being HDR. 
Median stacking mode is not useful 
Mean stacking mode can give good result 
Midrange stacking mode may be better - lighter in dark areas, and darker in light areas 
Then if desired: Document [menu] Flatten or Layer [menu] - Merge Visible 
Optional processing: 
 - Dodge tool -use to brighten shadow areas 
  - In the context toolbar: adjust opacity, set tonal range = highlights 

https://vimeo.com/133350551
https://vimeo.com/147726737
https://vimeo.com/147727330
https://vimeo.com/147727092
https://vimeo.com/147727197


                                      
 Haze Removal 

Filters - Haze removal 
Can turn on one of the preview options (blue & white circle icons)  

- Distance slider controls fall off up and down image 
- Strength slider controls how much removal is applied 
- Exposure correction slider adjusts brightness that haze removal may require as it tends to 

make the image darker 

Haze removal may be useful on images without obvious fog as it adds saturation and contrast - 
good for landscapes? 

Warning: color noise can be amplified by haze removal 
 
              

 Tricky Panoramas 
What to do if a panorama does not stitch as desired? 
 Stitching may appear OK, but some fine details do not match up 
 Select the Add to Source Image Mask (Brush tool on the left of the Stitch screen) 
 - single click parts of pano image - shows how individual images are combined to form the 

panorama  
 - click - drag to redraw mask so problem parts are excluded 
 - click "Render" to redraw image with changed mask 
 - repeat until all alignment issues are fixed, crop, then Apply to finish 
 
 

 FFT Denoise 
FFT useful to remove a regular pattern noise/interference (TV, print etc.) 
Filters [menu] - Noise - FFT Denoise 
Filter analyses image, shows frequency domain - cross shape normal, cross points not at center 

show pattern noise. Video says “Hold Alt and zoom out” to see full frequency domain image 
- probably shows more pattern noise crosses. I found Left Ctrl key + mouse wheel zooms. 
When zoomed fully out there are no scroll bars, when zoomed in scroll bars appear. 

Remove pattern noise by clicking on each of the non-center crosses 
- Image will redraw with pattern noise removed 
- If OK click Apply to process  
 
On difficult images (e.g. diagonal lines) do not remove the pattern noise crosses on the main 

axis lines. If they are removed there can be more pattern artifacts added to the image. 
Ctrl-Z (undo) can be used to 'put back' points that were clicked on 
May have to live with some pattern noise - hide by Filter [menu] - Noise - Add noise. Tick 

"Monochromatic" and adjust Intensity slider until the pattern noise is obscured 
 
[Question: would rotating the image to make diagonal noise vertical help?] 

                
                       

 Removing Lens Flares 
Remove colored shapes caused by light in lens 

https://vimeo.com/147726611
http://vimeo.com/161038267
http://vimeo.com/161180581
https://vimeo.com/170587322


Filters [menu] - Frequency separation 
 - adjust Radius (20 +) so fine detail goes to high frequency layer and flare is isolated in the low 

frequency layer, click apply 
Hide the high frequency layer, select the low frequency layer 
Use the Clone brush to paint out the lens flare patches using Hardness = 0 and a large Width 
Next use Healing Brush with Hardness = 0 over the area that was cloned - it will match tones 

better than Clone 
Repeat for all flare patches 
Check combined high and low frequency images 
 - If residual flare in high frequency layer: 
   Hide low frequency layer, select the high frequency layer 
   - Select the Sponge Brush tool, set to Desaturate, using HSL rather than Vibrance (so all colors 

are desaturated equally) 
   - take all the color of flare out of the high frequency layer 
   or 
   - Select the InPainting Brush – it needs moderately high Hardness to retain fine detail 
   - Draw over area with color to remove 
   - If there is still residual color - remove it with Sponge Brush as above 

 
                                       

 Panorama Distortion Correction 
Stitch panorama, click Apply 
 If it is distorted (warped by the stitching process): 
     - Use Mesh Warp Tool (near bottom of tools on left) 
     - Change from Destination to Source in context toolbar so nodes can be set 
     - Double click to place first node, a mesh line is drawn 
     - Double click on the mesh line to create a node and click-drag the node to the point in the 

image that it should be aligned with. 
     - Then drag the line between nodes to change its curvature to follow what should be a 

straight line in the image. 
     - Nodes have control lines (like spline curves) 
     - Change to Destination mode to see the result 
     - Curves can be fine-tuned in Destination mode 
     - Click Apply to commit changes 
 With the pixel layer selected go to Develop persona 
 - go to Lens [tab] and apply small Lens distortion correction 
 - click Develop 

 
 

 Changing Eye Color 
Method 1 
- Create a mask over the eyes - click Toggle Quick Mask (top, mid) 
  - Red mask is shown 
  - Select the paintbrush tool 
  - Change paint color to white 
  - Adjust hardness to 0% for a soft selection 
  - Paint over the eyes to add them to the mask 
  - Click "Toggle Quick Mask" to turn mask off, leave a selection line 

https://vimeo.com/170633074
https://vimeo.com/178437760


  - With the selection active: Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Recolor 
  - Selection can now be turned off: Select [menu] - Deselect 
  - Change Hue and Saturation to give desired color 
  - Experiment with layer blend mode - try Overlay or Color 
  - Can also fine tune with layer Opacity 
  - The mask can be modified by: Select Paintbrush tool, set color to black to remove from mask, 

white to add to mask 
      
Method 2 
- Add a pixel layer and paint the adjustment on it 
  - Click Add New Pixel Layer in Layers panel 
  - Select the Paintbrush tool, set hardness to 0% (for a good blend) 
  - Try Overlay blend mode 
  - Select paint color using the Color panel 
  - Look at paintbrush preview and adjust layer Opacity 
  - If paint has gone too far - select Erase brush tool, adjust hardness  
  - Painting another layer in Reflect blend mode can add more depth 

 
                                      

 Graduated ND Filter Effect 
Method 1 
Create the effect of a Graduated Neutral Density Filter using the Gradient tool - in middle of left 

Toolbar 
- Add an adjustment layer - e.g. Curves, make the desired adjustment - for example darkening 

the sky 
- Click the Gradient tool - do not need to add a mask because adjustment layers have a mask  
- Click near the top of sky and drag down to near the horizon to set the range of the gradient 
- On the context toolbar open the gradient panel 
- Select the second gradient control point (near horizon) and change Opacity to 0% - so the 

adjustment is full strength at top to 0 strength at the horizon 
- The slider mark between control points controls the change between the limits of the gradient 
Method 2 
Add a new pixel layer from the layers panel 
- Set blend mode to overlay 
- Select the Gradient tool and click and drag as for Method 1 
- Open the gradient control panel  
- Set the start (top of sky) point to pure Black 
- Set the end (horizon) point to orange and low opacity (20%) - creating a tinted ND filter 
- Adjust control slider between control points 
- Adjust layer opacity as needed 

                                     
  

Retouching 

 Cloning 
Non-destructive cloning done by creating a new pixel layer for the output of the clone operation 
- Select Clone tool from left toolbar 

https://vimeo.com/187631121
https://vimeo.com/130967587


- Adjust brush size and hardness 
- Set source of clone operation by Alt-left click 
- Change "Current layer" in context toolbar to "Current layer and below" or "Layers beneath"  - 

needed because of non-destructive approach is using an empty (new) pixel layer 
- Left-click to do a clone  
- Select the Eraser tool and click to remove some cloned pixels 
- Can change scaling (in context toolbar) to clone smaller or larger but risking blur or pixilation 
- It may be useful to clone to multiple new pixel layers for more control if cloned areas might 

interact 
                                     

 Inpainting 
Inpainting was traditionally used for restoration 
Select Inpainting brush, adjust brush size as needed (including while painting) and paint over the 

object to remove. When mouse button is released the painted area is replaced. Repeat as 
needed. 

 - Inpainting is best done on an UNPROCESSED image 
 - To work non-destructively - duplicate the base pixel layer and do Inpainting of the copy 
 - If inpainting does not give desired result try - undo and try again, or undo and inpaint a 

different area first 
 - If brush not working - make sure no selection is in effect - Ctrl-D    

                    
                  

 Frequency Separation 
Splits an image into 2 or more layers based on frequency 
Filters [menu] - Frequency separation  
- Radius slider controls how split is done. A larger radius puts more information into the high 

frequency layer. 2 pixels is a good starting point 
- Uses: apply clone, healing etc. on low frequency layer without loss of detail (contained in high 

frequency layer) - e.g. remove wrinkles 
    On low frequency layer best to work with very low Hardness 
- After fixing low frequency layer, fix high frequency layer with clone or healing brush - best 

done with high hardness value to prevent soft part of brush blurring detail 
- Inpainting also good to use on high frequency layer because it keeps detail 

 
                                     

 Liquify: Retouching 
If layers with adjustments - merge to a new pixel layer to run Liquify on 
Switch to Liquify persona 
- Pinch tool makes objects smaller (or larger with modifier) - e.g. make pupils larger 
- Freeze tool marks area that cannot move, Thaw tool un-freezes 
- Use push Left/Right tools to move parts not frozen 
- Use Twerl tool to rotate things (e.g. add a bit of a smile) 
- When finished click Apply. That switches back to the Photo persona. There may be the need to 

do some tidy up work of the result of Liquify. 
 
                                     

 Vector-Based Retouching 
Drawing with vector tools (pen etc.) on a pixel layer creates a curve layer. 

https://vimeo.com/130966523
https://vimeo.com/130965888
https://vimeo.com/130965048
https://vimeo.com/141890812


Adding a Gaussian blur with a small radius (~1 pixel) will make the shape blend in much better. 
Adjust layer opacity as needed 
Use the Node tool to modify the shape   

 
 

 Enhancing Landscapes/Architecture 
Add ‘punch’ by - 
Select Dodge bush tool, set bush size, opacity, set Tonal Range (in the context toolbar) to 

Highlights 
Then paint over objects to enhance 
Can paint multiple 'coats' with low opacity 
If an area gets too bright, use the Burn tool (targeting highlights) 
Can also use the Sponge brush to add or remove saturation or brightness 
The Dodge bush can also be used to lighten dark parts of an image  

 
                                      

 Vector Architecture: Worked Example 
Remove unwanted elements from photo non-destructively by 
 - Create new pixel layer 
 - Select the Inpainting brush tool 
 - Set brush size 
 - Change "current layer" in the context toolbar to "current and below" 
 - Paint over elements to remove 
 - Use vector shapes to enhance edges 
 - Fill shape by setting a color - drag sliders on color panel 
 - Add a Gaussian blur radius = 1 to help shape blend in 
 - Change layer opacity 
 - Make copies of the shape with mods by  
    - Select curve layer and duplicate it - Ctrl - J 
    - Select the move tool (black arrow) and move the new curve  
    - Select the node tool (white arrow) and resize/reshape  
 - Modify the sky by - select it with the selection brush 
 - With the selection active and a recolor adjustment layer 
 - Set the color 
 - Tidy edges - Layer [menu] - Refine mask, paint over edge to refine it 
 - Add a Curves adjustment layer - start with an 'S' curve and fine tune 
 - Add a clarity filter to make edges stronger (try blend mode Darken) 

 
                                      

 Enhancing Camera Phone Photography 
Noise reduction 
1. Filters [menu] - Noise - Denoise. Luminance: Tick Extreme. Set slider to near max. Detail: max. 

Click Apply 
2. Filters [menu] - Sharpen - Unsharp Mask. Radius 0.2. Factor = half, Apply 
3. Filters [menu] - Noise - Add Noise. Tick ‘Monochromatic’. Increase Intensity until noise starts 

to appear. Apply. Idea is to add fine grained noise to dither otherwise smooth area. 
 
Crop - use crop tool to remove empty parts of picture. 

https://vimeo.com/147724742
https://vimeo.com/143014223
http://vimeo.com/167862735


     
Enhance colors by 
- Rectangle tool - draw a box covering all the image.  
- Set Blend mode to Overlay 
- In Color panel start with sliders about 50% and adjust to fine tune colors in the image (result 

similar to color balance change) 
- Add a new pixel layer 
- Select the Paintbrush tool, set hardness to 0. Blend mode Overlay. Opacity = 30% Set a color in 

color panel like the color to enhance. 
- Paint over colors to enhance them. 
 
To set paint color from the image using the dropper: click drag the dropper over the color to 

sample and release the mouse button. The color is set beside the dropper icon. Click the 
color on the dropper to assign it to the current color. 

   
Add another pixel layer. Opacity = 30%. Blend mode = Glow. Set colors and paint as before. Adds 

diffusion of colors. 
          
Layers [menu] - New Live Filter - Defused glow filter  
- set Radius near max.  
- Reduce Intensity to a small value.  
- Increase Opacity to near max 
Adds glow to highlights 

 
                                     

 Making Images Pop 
How to enhance images to show contrast and detail in flat images 
 Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - Unsharp Mask 
   - Set large Radius, small Factor. 
   - Set layer blend mode = Lightern to bring out lighter detail 

                                     

RAW Development 

 Raw: Discover Develop 
File [menu] - Open - Select a RAW file - Open - goes to Develop persona 
Notice tools on left like crop, red eye removal 
Notice tools on top: split preview, sync before/after (a way to apply or remove setting changes) 

Rotate (rotates the crop grid 90 degrees), show clipped highlights, shadows and tones 
Adjustments in panels - exposure, saturation, contrast, white and black points,   white balance 
Circular arrow on the White Balance line resets to 'As shot' 
Lens panel - apply lens corrections - unticking disables the effects without changing the sliders 
Details panel - sharpening, noise reduction, 
Tones - curves, B&W, split toning 
Overlays - access settings of gradients etc. To apply changes to the whole image: deselect any 

selected overlay. 
Clip Develop to apply all changes and switch to Photo persona           

 

https://vimeo.com/178575803
https://vimeo.com/130963606


                                     
 Raw: Developing Images 

Exposure, Black point, Brightness - adjust so histogram is less than full size - leaving room for 
other adjustments 

Enhance: Contrast, Clarity (mid-tone contrast) use small amounts 
Saturation - overall saturation 
Vibrance - enhance some tones (green and blue) while protecting other tones 
Color balance 
Shadows and Highlights - makes small adjustment to range 
Profiles - set input and output color spaces 
Lens tab - correct distortion, shifts, rotate image 
         - Scale - remove border from other lens corrections 
Chromatic aberration - click it to reduce aberrations  
Defringe - pick a hue, adjust radius and tolerance, apply  
  - Lower thresholds will reduce more fringes 

Remove (or add) vignetting 
Details panel - sharpening, reduce or add noise 
  Sharpening: try large amount, small radius, increase radius and check results - may enhance 

noise 
  Noise reduction - can handle luminance and chrominance noise separately 
     Start with no luminance noise reduction (to keep texture) 
     Reduce chrominance noise (tick extreme if needed) 
     Try adding noise to dither flat/banded areas (e.g. from jpegs) 
 Tones panel - traditional curves 
   - Black and white - with controls over contribution of each color 
   - Split toning - control shadow and highlight colors 
 Overlays - apply changes to selective areas 

 
                                     

 Raw: Overlays 
Apply adjustments to selected areas of an image 
2 types of overlay: Brush and Gradient 
Create a gradient with the gradient tool - click in sky, drag to horizon, release 
With the gradient selected in the overlays panel all adjustments applied in other panels are 

applied just to the selected gradient 
Create a brush overlay - brush tool is automatically selected 
   - paint to define the area, and then apply adjustments as before 
Can change area affected by overlay - move gradient control points or paint more with brush 
To modify settings of the entire image select the Master overlay 

 
                                      

 Raw: Redeveloping Images 
Can select any pixel layer and go into Develop persona and apply any of Develop's adjustments - 
e.g. lens correct, rotate 

 
                                      

 Raw: Noise Reduction 

https://vimeo.com/131210545
https://vimeo.com/131541201
https://vimeo.com/133426117
https://vimeo.com/135040640


Photo applies NO noise reduction to raw images unless noise reduction is used. Other raw 
processing software may apply noise reduction as a default. To do noise reduction select 
Details panel, tick Noise Reduction 

Drag colors slider up to reduce color noise.  
For high ISO images tick the Extreme option and do luminance noise reduction too. 
If banding is created by high levels of noise reduction add some noise using Layers - New Live 

Filter - Add Noise Filter. Increase Intensity until banding is hidden by the noise. 
 
                                      

 Maximising Raw Latitude 
How to get most dynamic range: 
- Click Assistant Options in top toolbar. Change Tone Curve to "take no action" (default is "apply 

tone curve"). 
- Set Highlights to -100  
- Using Brightness to lift modtone brightness is OK as long as histogram is not near limits 
- Develop the image.  
- In Photo persona Layers - New Adjustment - Curves. Add a curve a bit like the tone curve we 

just turned off. But because dynamic range has been restricted and we can see the result of 
the curves adjustment, we can get a better result, and retain highlight detail. 

Turning off Apply Tone Curve will help recover highlights         
 
    

 Custom Tone Curve 
Turn off "Apply tone curve", reduce highlights to minimum, and then go to Tones panel, enable 

Curves. Drag curve up in the middle to raise mid tones without blowing out highlights.  
If result is too flat try  
1) Add another node to the curve close to 0 and drag it down to make the dark tones darker 
2) Switch to basic panel and increase black point 

 
                                      

 Raw Development Quality 
If issues with highlight recovery - try: 
 - Shadows and highlights - set Highlights to minimum 
 - Click Assistant Options in top toolbar and change "Apply tone curve" to "take no action" 
 - Take Highlights to minimum - it is more effective with no tone curve 
 - Increase mid tones using Brightness - but make sure highlights are not blown 
 - Use Tones panel - Curves - deepen blacks, raise mid-tones 
       
 If image is soft (no sharpening applied automatically) 
 - To add sharpening - Details panel, enable Detail Refinement 
 - Set a small Radius (< 10%) 
 - Set a large Amount  
 - If still not sharp enough - increase Radius 
  
 Noise - also on Details panel 
 - Assistant has option to automatically do chrominance noise reduction 
 - All raw images need some chrominance noise reduction 
 - Apply luminance noise reduction as needed 

https://vimeo.com/143980549
https://vimeo.com/170491350
https://vimeo.com/173026121


 If high levels of noise reduction leave image flat - add <= 10% noise 
 
                                      

 32-bit Raw Development 
32 bit format works with negative and retains out of range values 
From Assistant Options - Set Output format to 32 bit 
Also turns tone curve off 
Result: Photo adjustments (e.g. Exposure) can recover details that would have been clipped 

(white or black) in 16 bit 
32 bit preview panel allows controlling how 32 bit is displayed - to show otherwise out of range 

values in the data    
 
                                      

 Raw Color Quality 
Photo 1.5 handles color clipping better than Photo 1.4 
- Develop works in wider color space internally 
- By default output of Develop is sRGB 

 
                                       

 Automatic Lens Corrections 
Lens correction controlled from Assistant Options 
- Option to apply lens corrections as the Raw file is opened 
- Corrects distortion and vignetting 
- Manual lens corrections are in addition to lens profile corrections 

 
                                       

 Raw: Recovering Overexposed Highlights  
Develop persona processing to recover highlights (in RAW images) 
 - In Shadows and Highlights  
     - Drag Highlights fully to the left - recovers highlight detail 
     - May also need to push Brightness to the right 
     - Reduce Exposure slider - then increase Brightness to correct mid tones 
         (no change to Highlights) 
 - (Suggested approach) do not apply Tone Curve 
      - Click Assistant in context toolbar 
          - Change cone curve to "Take no action" 
      - In Shadows and Highlights  
          - Drag Highlights fully to the left       
      - Select the Tones panel 
           - Enable Curves 
           - Draw something like a modified ‘S’ curve 
               - Shadow level down 
               - Mid tone level up 
               - Highlights down a bit? 

                 

  

Getting Creative 

https://vimeo.com/192599184
https://vimeo.com/194652415
https://vimeo.com/194330558
https://vimeo.com/201815047


 Lighting 
Layers [menu] - New Live Filer - Lighting 
Can drag nodes to control filter settings 
 - Direction and distance of light and width of inner and outer cone of light 
 - Ambient setting on dialog sets brightness of image outside cones 
 - An effect is to duplicate  (Ctrl-J) the lighting filter, set the blend mode to Multiply, increase 

brightness and ambient settings 
     
 Dodge and Burn brushes 
- Dodge makes the image lighter, burn makes the image darker 
 - Duplicate pixel layer, turn off (untick in Layers panel) display of the original image 
 - Set Dodge, low Opacity, 0 Hardness, set Tonal Range to Highlights 
 - Click-drag to build up layers of brightness or darkness. Make multiple passes to get a stronger 

effect      
 - Select Burn, set Tonal Range to Shadow to darken 
 - Add a Lighting filter to appear to light the areas just lightened 

 
                                        

 Creative Gradients 
Add 'depth' to subject  
  Add a new pixel layer 
  Select gradient tool from Left toolbar. Click and drag, then release to define the gradient 
   - On context toolbar: change type from linear to radial - radiating from the starting point 
   - Change gradient color - click the color patch in context toolbar (right of 'type'), select ending 

point and change color to a dark grey (nearly black) 
   - Change blend mode to glow (center of gradient will be too white) 
   - Change gradient color - select start point and change color to a mid grey (so image retains 

detail, not white) 
   - Drag the gradient start point and end point to position the gradient on the image and fall off 

rate 
       
Add atmospheric haze/fog 
  Add a new pixel layer 
  Select the gradient tool 
  Click and the bottom of image and drag to the top of image 
     Hold Shift to constrain the gradient line to vertical 
  Change blend mode to "Screen" 
  Select gradient color on context toolbar,  
    Select the end point, change color to black 
    Select the start point and change color to a mid grey 
  Strength can also be controlled by moving the start node away from the image 
  Strength can also be controlled by changing opacity  

 
Note: To be able to return to a gradient and modify it after working on other layers the 
gradient must be created on a vector graphics shape – suggest draw a rectangle over the 
whole image, and add the gradient to it. To edit the gradient select the vector layer and select 
the gradient tool. 

 

https://vimeo.com/134812792
https://vimeo.com/147724630


                                          
 Creative Black & White 

Add a Black and White adjustment 
- Adjust color mix to lighten or darken colors to adjust contrast or emphasis of selected 

elements 
- Can also add an HSL adjustment before the Black and White adjustment 
Dragging the Color slider on the HSL adjustment can change the result of the Black and White 

conversion - particularly if B&W component settings are at different strengths 
Adding Saturation will brighten the black and white image, reducing saturation will make the 

black and white image flatter with less contrast. 
 
                                          

 Sepia Images 
Start with a color image 
Add a black and white adjustment 
- adjust color mix if needed 
Add a recolor adjustment - Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Recolor 
- Drag the Hue slider to orange (for sepia) 
- Reduce saturation or set saturation to max and adjust opacity 

 
 Brushes 

How to use the paintbrush tool 
Select the Paintbrush tool  
- The mouse (brush) shows a preview of what will be painted 
- draw by click or click and drag 
- adjust the brush width using Width in context toolbar or [ and ] shortcuts can be used while 

dragging 
- adjust opacity using Opacity in the context toolbar or shortcuts 1 2 3 ... 9 0 (for 10% - 100%) 
- Flow (in context toolbar) controls effect of painting multiple painting layers. 100% draws at 

max strength and does not change with redrawing. 50% draws at half strength, and reaches 
full   strength with 1 overdraw layer. 20% needs 5 layers to reach full strength. 

- Hardness sets edge fall off. 100% gives full strength to the edge 50% gives softer edges. 
- Hold Ctrl and click-drag the mouse left-right to change width [this does not work in 1.5.1.54] 
- Hold Ctrl and click-drag the mouse up-down to change hardness [this does not work in 

1.5.1.54] 
- The Brushes panel (at right in place of histogram) offers many drawing style choices in a 

number of categories 
- 'More' in context toolbar shows more controls 
    - Spacing controls spacing between each stroke 
    - In Dynamics tab - Size jitter changes size of stroke based on Pressure [only works with a 

stylus] or Random 
    - X and Y scatter adds range to placement of stroke points 
    - Wider spread could be useful to add cloud cover to an image 
- Wet edges option in context toolbar if ticked makes the internal texture of a brush stroke more 

solid (gap lost as paint flows) 
                
                           

 Blend Modes 

https://vimeo.com/147724543
https://vimeo.com/130961912
https://vimeo.com/130961911
https://vimeo.com/130960895


Blend mode controls how layers are merged from simple to extreme 
There is a live preview a blend mode is selected 
- Duplicate a layer, blend mode = Overlay results in added contrast like using an S curve 
- Add a live filter - Gaussian blur and drag to above pixel layer 
    - Tick "Preserve alpha", drag radius to half way 
    - Set blend mode to Overlay - gives defused glow on light areas 
       - Strength can be controlled with Opacity 
    - Blend mode = 'Soft light' gives a weaker effect 
    - Blend mode = 'Hard Light' and 'Vivid light' are stronger 
Add a lighting filter, adjust to taste 
    - Duplicate the lighting filter, set blend mode to Multiply 
Add a white balance adjustment 
    - Change White balance and tint 
    - Set blend mode to 'Hard Light' - gives high contrast, vignette 
Duplicate pixel layer, Filters - Detect - Detect Edges 
    - Set Blend mode to Subtract - give dark edges, but color off 
    - Add a HSL adjustment - nest under edge pixel layer,  
        - Reduce Saturation to 0 -- fixes to colors 
    - Add a Gaussian blur, nested under edge layer 
        - Set radius to 0.7 
    - Result is a stylized, cell shaded effect 
Effect of blend modes can be very different on different images 
- So experiment 

 
                                          

 Blend Ranges 
Open Blend Ranges - click Gear icon on the Layer panel 
To exclude dark tones from the image (make them transparent) – drag the left node in the left 

graph from top to bottom of graph 
Can click and drag on line in graph to add more node points 
Can change to a smooth curve by unticking "Linear" option 
Can also select color channel to blend (Master, Red, Green, Blue) 
- Useful for sky replacement. Done by: 
   - Open sky image, copy and paste over main image 
   - Move/resize sky image to cover all the sky in main image 
   - Open blend ranges on the pasted new sky image 
   - Set channel "Blue" 
   - Makes changes in "Underlying composition ranges" - the right graph 
     - Uncheck "Linear" 
     - Change curve to be zero for dark tones, rising slowly to 100% for whites - change to get a 

good fit 
     - To remove areas where replacement sky is shown in non-sky areas 
        - Add a mask layer - select the replacement sky, click 
          New Mask (black circle in white square icon at the bottom of the Layers panel) 

 - Select the Paintbrush tool, reduce hardness, set color to Black, and paint over any 
areas that the replacement sky might be visible in non-sky parts of the image 

 
 

https://vimeo.com/130959696


 Liquify Persona 
Select a pixel layer, switch to the Liquify persona 
 - Can uncheck "Mesh" option to hide grid lines – or change mesh color and opacity 
 - Right panel has controls like brush size 
 - First brush is 'Push forward' tool - click and drag to move a part of the image around (‘forward’ 
= in the direction that the mouse moves) 
 - Second brush is ‘Push Left’ = move to the left, facing in the direction the mouse is moving 
 - Twirl tool twists the selected pixels 
    - Hold down Alt to twirl Anti-clockwise 
 - Pinch tool expands the selected area (pull the image closer) 
    - Probably need to increase Opacity and Speed settings (on the right panel) 
    - hold down Alt for 'Punch' (shrink – push the image away)  
 - Freeze and Thaw tools (at bottom of left toolbar) stop pixels being moved, or release the 

freeze. Frozen pixels are covered with a red overlay 
When changes are complete - click Apply to commit changes, and return to Photo persona. The 
Liquify changes are then saved as one step in history. 

 
                                           

 Sky Replacement 
Pick the selection brush, set large radius, drag over sky 
- The sky is selected  
- Click Refine. With Matte option selected paint over the fine detail at land-sky boundary to get 

fine detail included in the selection. Also need to be sure to paint over areas not connected 
to sky (bits of sky seen through trees). 

- Option to output result as selection or mask or new layer – mask used in this example 
- On layers panel: drag the mask out from within the pixel layer 
- Open a sky image, select [menu] - select all, Edit [menu] - copy 
- Go back to main image, edit [menu] - paste -- the sky is pasted as a new pixel layer 
- Select the move tool (black arrow) and size and position the sky where needed 
- Drag the mask layer into the sky layer (drop it on vertical blue bar) so it becomes a mask of the 

sky. The new sky should now be visible. 
- Now need to make the replacement sky match the image tone. 
  - Try a different blend mode - Overlay suggested 
  - Or try Normal blend mode with reduced Opacity 
  - Or add an adjustment layer - try HSL adjustment - drag to nest under sky (drag and drop on 

the vertical blue bar) and reduce saturation 
  - Or add a Brightness and Contrast adjustment to the sky 
  - Or a combination of all of the above 

 
                                           

 Seamless Textures 
Textures are normally square - so crop image to a 1:1 ratio 
- Select crop tool, set ratio to 1:1, position on the chosen part of image and click Apply. 
Cropping is non-destructive, but following steps need to operate  just on the square image. So 

do Document [menu] - Flatten to discard extra data. 
Invert image - bring edges together - Filters [menu] - Distort - Affine - type 50% in X and Y 

offsets, click apply. 
The previous edges now meet making obvious lines (vertical and horizontal joins). 

https://vimeo.com/130959275
https://vimeo.com/131644949
https://vimeo.com/134838293


Hide the joins by using clone tool, with large brush size and 0 hardness. Clone to make the joins 
disappear. 

Put the image back to how it was - Use Affine with -50% X and Y offsets. 
 
                                          

 Adding Borders 
How to add borders non-destructively 
Needs a flattened layer - Layers [menu] - Merge Visible  
  - creates a new pixel layer containing the merged lower layers 
Hide or delete lower layers 
Turn on snapping (top toolbar) 
Select the rectangle tool and move the mouse to the center of the image - found by the 

horizontal and vertical snapping lines 
  Hold Ctrl and draw a rectangle centered on the center of the document, sized to near the 

edges of the image 
On the layers panel drag the rectangle to within the pixel layer so the rectangle is used as a 

mask - an alpha matte appears around the image. 
Layers [menu] - New Fill Layer. On the layers panel reorder the fill layer to below the pixel layer. 

Double click on a fill layer to set its color (the color seen in the border in this case) 
Note: double clicking not needed – just select the fill layer, switch to the colors panel and 

adjust the fill layer’s color  
Select the (nested) rectangle, and try Effects  
   - Gaussian blur - gives a soft edge between image and border. 
   - Add an outer shadow 
   - Or any of the other layer effects      

 
                                          

 Text: Branding/Watermarking 
How to add text for branding or watermarking 
- Select Artistic Text "A" on left toolbar 
- Click and drag to define the initial font size 
- Then type the text 
- Select another tool - e.g. the black pointer tool 
- With the text selected the context toolbar now shows options for changing the text 
   - Click fill and stroke to change color of the text and outline 
   - Drop down font menu. Hover over a font for a real-time preview 
   - "Character" button - opens panel at right, or can be dragged around 
      - It has options like 'tracking' - space between characters 
        
- With the black arrow (move tool) selected - click on text and drag to move it 
- Multiple text objects can be selected by shift-click on the text or on the layers in the layers 

panel 
  - Then drag to move them together 
  - Change opacity in layers panel 
  - Add a drop shadow by selecting the layer effects (a bottom of layers panel)  
    - Select 'outer shadow' (tab on left of Effects panel) 
    - Tick to the left of 'outer shadow' to enable it 
    - Increase Opacity, radius and intensity 

https://vimeo.com/134712830
https://vimeo.com/134608432


 
                                           

 Diffuse Glow 
How to add a Diffused Glow effect 
Method 1 
- Layer [menu] - New live filter - Gaussian blur 
   - Tick 'Preserve alpha' 
   - Increase radius 
- Set layer blend mode to 'overlay' 
- Open blend ranges and reduce the black node of the left graph to 0 
   - Untick 'linear' option 
   - Drag curve down so only highlights are affected  
 
Method 2 
  - Make a selection based on luminance - Ctrl + Shift + click pixel layer 
  - Add a Lens blur filter (Layers - New Live Filter - Lens blur) 
     - Remove selection Ctrl-D (it was added as a mask on the filter) 
     - Tick 'preserve alpha' 
     - Increase radius 
     - Set blend mode to Overlay 
     - Optional - apply blend ranges as before 

                
                           

 Displacement 
Example makes text look like it was painted on a rough surface 
Draw the text 
(Selecte text layer) Layer [menu] - New Live filer - Displace Filter 
- With pixel layer below text layer : on Displace settings 
   - Click 'load map from layers beneath' - loads displacement map 
   -Increase 'Strength' - gives greater displacement 
(Select text layer) Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - Gaussian Blur 
   - Increase 'Radius' to match softness of the background 
- Set blend mode of Text layer to 'Screen' 
- If there is a place that the text should not be seen  
    - Select the text layer 
    - Layer [menu] - New Mask Layer 
    - Select the mask layer 
    - Select the Paintbrush tool 
    - On the brushers panel select a textured brush 
    - Paint over the object to stop the text appearing on it 
    - With low opacity can paint over text to add more texture 
If the text layer is moved the displacement map is updated based on the new location 

 
                                          

 Adding Bokeh 
Adding circular lens blur simulation to out of focus areas 
- Duplicate pixel layer (Ctrl J) 
- Filters [menu] - Blur - Maximum blur 

https://vimeo.com/134816129
https://vimeo.com/136107637
https://vimeo.com/136106256


- Increase 'Radius' 
- Tick 'Circular' option, tick Apply 
- With blurred pixel layer selected, click add mask (square with circle icon at bottom of layers 

panel) 
- Select the mask 
- Select Paintbrush tool, set color Black, set hardness = 0 
- Paint over areas we want to keep in focus 
- Reduce opacity and paint to fade effect into out of focus areas with multiple layers of reduced 

opacity 
- Paint with white to add areas with out of focus layer visible 
- May need to reduce brightness of blur layer (blur may make it lighter) 
    - Add a Curves adjustment  
    - Nest it into the blurred pixel layer 
    - In smooth mode drag curve down to make brightness match original layer 
- May need to soften blur circles 
    - Layers [menu] - New Liver Filter - Bylateral blur filter 
    - Set 'Radius' to take the sharp edge off circular blurs 
    - Bilateral (rather than Gaussian) blur is used because 
       - It works better on flat areas 
       - It does not make a visible outlines 

 
                                             

 Swirling Bokeh 
Create the effect of lenses that create swirling blur 
 - Duplicate background pixel layer (Ctrl J) 
 - Turn off display of the background layer 
 - Use the Selection brush, select the in focus area 
     - Refine, add maximum 'Feather', click Apply 
     - Hit Delete key - remove in-focus area from pixel layer (make it transparent) 
     - Remove selection (Ctrl D)      
 - Filters [menu] - Blur - Maximum blur 
     - Tick Circular 
     - Increase Radius to a good level 
     - Click Apply 
 - Use the Inpainting brush tool to fill in the deleted areas 
 - Filters [menu] - Blur - Radial blur 
     - Set a very small Angle - about 1 degree, click Apply 
 - Turn on display of the original pixel layer 
 - Add a layer mask to the blurred layer 
 - Select the Paintbrush tool, set a large brush size, low hardness, 
     - With black color selected paint to show the in focus areas 
     - With 50% opacity paint the blurred areas and add more layers with lower opacity 
     - Switch colors (X shortcut), set low Opacity and paint some blurred areas back in 
 - Because Maximum Blur makes image lighter add a Curves adjustment to the blurred layer to 

darken it so it matches original 
 - Can get slightly different results if Radial Blur done before or after Maximum Blur                          

 
                                         

https://vimeo.com/139443721


 Stacking: Long Exposure Simulation 
Shoot many shots of a waterfall or similar using burst mode 
Combine images by 
 - File [menu] - New Stack 
    - Click Add, select all images, click Open 
    - Tick 'Automatically align', click OK 
 - Shows combined images with blurred waterfall 
 - To show one image in the stack - expand the stack, Alt-Click on one layer of the stack to 

display it 
    - Alt-click to show another image in the stack 
    - Click on the stack layer to show combined images 
 - Can try changing stack operator (icon second from right on the stack layer) - default is Median 
     - Try changing to Mean (gives slightly different result) 

 
                                          

 Panoramas 
How to stitch a panorama 
- File [menu] - New Panorama 
    - Click Add, select files, and click Open (raw files OK) 
    - Click Stitch Panorama 
    - A preview is shown at right. If images do not all connect multiple panoramas may be shown. 
    - Select the preview panorama(s) to be processed (defaults to all) 
    - Click OK to process - shows Panorama processing display 
    - Images can form a vertical or horizontal panorama 
    - If stitching finds unconnected images multiple preview panoramas are shown at the right 
       - Only selected (blue) images are processed  
- Select Crop tool 
    - 'Crop to opaque' in context toolbar crops to max size usable size 
    - Can crop more if needed 
    - Can click to turn on 'Inpaint missing areas' (button at mid top) – Inpainting will be done when 

Apply is clicked 
- Click Apply – final processing to finish the panorama is done, leaving it in Photo persona. 

 
                                          

 Maximum Stacking 
Using Maximum mode in a stack - example uses bonfire, fireworks pictures 
 - File [menu] - New Stack, Add images, OK 
 - Set stack blend mode to Maximum                                
 - If images being stacked are not automatically aligned they can be aligned manually by 
     - Select an image by click on the layer of the source image 
     - Use the pointer (move) tool to move and scale the image 

 
                                           

 Simulating Ambient Occlusion 
Adding ‘depth’ to shadows on a strongly textured surface 
Layers [menu] - New Adjustment - Threshold adjustment 
 - Adjust 'Threshold' until dark tones appear (just shadow areas) 
 - Layer [menu] - Merge Visible 

https://vimeo.com/147727263
https://vimeo.com/147727411
https://vimeo.com/150416756
https://vimeo.com/152405094


    - Creates a new pixel layer containing the result of Threshold 
 - Delete the Threshold adjustment layer (not needed) 
 - Select the pixel layer - the result of Merge Visible 
 - From layer effects - tick Gaussian blur - adjust radius to soften image without totally blurring 
 - Set blend mode to Multiply 
 - Adjust Opacity to a moderate level 
 - Result is to add more depth to shadows   

 
       

 Texturing with Blend Modes 
Add to textures like rock, wood, sand, landscapes 
 - Starting with Raw development 
      - Turn off tone curve 
      - Reduce highlights, adjust brightness 
      - Gives 'flat' image 
      - Add a recolor adjustment - pick orange, reduce saturation 
      - Change blend mode to 'Reflect' or 'Glow' 
      - Change opacity of recolor layer if effect too strong 
 Another example uses a Black and White adjustment in place of Recolor, and Reflect or Glow. 
The channels on the Black and White adjustment can be used to control parts of the image that 
the effect applies to. 

 
                                             

 Creating Atmosphere 
Adding haze or fog to give atmospheric effects 
- Add a new pixel layer from bottom of the Layers panel 
- Select the Gradient tool. Click at top of image and drag to the bottom, while hold Shift to 

constrain to vertical. 
- Set blend mode to 'Hard light' 
- Open layer blend ranges, in left graph drag the dark (left) node to 0 (to make dark tones less 

affected by fog) 
- Add a layer mask from bottom of layers panel (white square with back circle icon) 
- Select the mask, select Paintbrush tool 
- On Brushes panel, in Texture category select 'Grunge 6' selected because of random pattern 
- On the Color panel set color the Black 
- Set 10% opacity 
- Paint in multiple passes over objects to less obscured by fog - foreground, near objects 
  [Note: I do not like the patchy result of this painting away fog]  
- Add a recolor adjustment layer, set color to orange, set blend mode to Multiply, set saturation 
quite low 
- Add a Curves adjustment - set an S curve for more punch 

 
                                             

 Creating Light Beams 
Enhancing images adding light beams 
 - Select the pen tool  
 - Draw a polygon to cover the area of light 
 - Fill the vector shape by click-dragging color sliders in the Color panel - fill with pure white 

https://vimeo.com/150884324
https://vimeo.com/152433012
https://vimeo.com/152450430


 - On layer effect - tick Gaussian blur, set a large radius 
 - Set blend mode to 'Soft light' 
 - If needed: use the node tool (white pointer) to drag nodes of the polygon around 
 - Reduce opacity to make effect look better 
 - Select Dodge brush tool, with background pixel layer selected, 
     - Set target range to highlights in context toolbar 
     - Set large radius on the brush 
     - Paint over areas covered by the light beam (makes the effect look more realistic) 
 - It may help to duplicate the polygon layer, and on the lower layer reduce opacity and expand 

the area covered to make the light blend in better (more gradual edge - a scatter effect) 
 
                                             

 Vector Lighting 
- Use pen tool to draw polygon shapes - e.g. on windows 
- Group related objects together (e.g. a set of windows) 
- Select a group and add a Live Lighting filter 
   - Adjust direction, spread, increase Specular and Shininess (gives a 3d look) 
- may try color tints on the Lighting filter      
- repeat for all vector shapes 

 
                                             

 Simple Gradients 
- Add a pixel layer 
- Select the Gradient tool 
- Click at top of image and drag to bottom to define gradient. Hold shift to restrain to vertical 
- Set blend mode to Overlay 
- Click gradient color bar in context toolbar 
  - Set colors for start and end nodes (orange and blue in example) 
- Adjust layer opacity to taste 
- Experiment with other blend modes - e.g. Add 

 
                                             

 Technicolor Emulation 
Digital simulation of the Technicolor process 
- Duplicate the pixel layer (Ctrl-J) 3 times 
- Turn off display of the base pixel layer - untick display on the layer in Layers panel 
- Rename the duplicated layers to Red, Green, Blue 
- Turn off display on all layers except Red 
- In the channels panel - right click on Green channel - Clear 
    Right click Blue channel - Clear     
- Repeat with Green and Blue channels 
- Add a recolor adjustment nested in the Red channel, recolor to Cyan - type 180 degrees on hue 
- Recolor Green to Magenta - 300 degrees 
- Recolor Blue to Yellow - 60 degrees 
- Turn on display of 3 colored layers 
- Select 3 colored layers, set blend mode 'Lighten' 
- Add a HSL adjustment, invert hue - drag slider to 180 degrees color should look right now (at 

last) 

https://vimeo.com/152576339
https://vimeo.com/152558498
http://vimeo.com/155520871


- For more control over each color channel - add a Curves adjustment, set color model to CMYK. 
e.g. reduce magenta a little  

 
                                              

 Creative Painting 
Good for subjects with obvious light sources 
An alternative to just pushing up saturation 
Works by adding layers of color like a painter 
- Firstly a different approach to color correction: 
   - Select rectangle tool and draw a rectangle over whole image 
   - Set blend mode to Overlay 
   - Set color to a mid grey 
   - Then fine tune color with small changes to the fill color 
- Add a new pixel layer (button on bottom of layers panel) 
- Set blend mode to Overlay 
- Set Opacity to 40% 
- Select the paintbrush tool 
- Set large brush size, hardness to minimum 
- Set color to near white yellow 
- Paint over light areas to make them lighter 
- Add color by 
   - Add a new pixel layer, set blend mode to Overlay 
   - Opacity to 25% 
   - Set color by using color picker 
       - Click-drag the color picker over the image  
       - Release mouse button when over the color to pick 
       - Click the small circle of color to assign it to paint color 
       - Then manually adjust R G B values 
   - Using the paintbrush tool paint color into areas of similar color to enhance the color 
- Repeat for other colors 
- Add a new pixel layer, set blend mode to glow, set opacity 20% 
    - Using similar colors paint like before 
    - Will create more spread color 
- Repeat adding more layers to taste 
- The technique works best on night scenes         

 
                                            

 Color toning with shapes 
An alternative to using adjustment layers 
- Select the Rectangle tool 
- Draw a rectangle over the whole image 
- Set blend mode to Overlay 
- Set color to near-mid-grey, and then adjust to give color change 
- Draw another rectangle over the whole image 
- Set blend mode to Reflect 
- Experiment with colors and opacity 
- Try with another shape - e.g. cog 
    - On effects panel set near max Gaussian blur 

http://vimeo.com/162976393
http://vimeo.com/167399071


    - Try 'Vivid light' blend mode  
    - Experiment with color and opacity 
- Try using an ellipse and Reflect blend mode 

 
                                             

 Infrared Emulation 
- Duplicate background layer 
- Layer [menu] - Invert 
- Change blend mode to Color 
- Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Channel Mixer Adjustment 
   - Select Red - set Red value to 0%, Blue value to 100% 
   - Select Blue - set Red value to 100%, Blue value to 0 
- Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - HSL adjustment 
   - target Red, reduce saturation to -80% 
   - target Yellow, increase saturation to +70% 
- Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - Defused Glow Filter 
   - Drag filter out to top of layer stack 
   - Increase radius, reduce Intensity, increase Opacity 

 
                                              

 Enhancing 3D Renders #01 
Optimizing images from 3D rendering software 
- Intentionally kept image 'flat' to allow more editing changes 
- Soften some harsh edges created by rendering software 
    - Duplicate background layer (Ctrl - J) 
    - Filters [menu] - Detect - Detect edges 
    - Layer [menu] - Rasterise to mask 
    - Alt-click the layer shows just the layer (to show mask) 
    - Click the layer to return to normal 
    - Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - Gaussian Blur filter 
       - Drag to top of layer stack 
       - Tick Preserve alpha 
       - Set radius to 8 pixels 
    - Drag background mask layer into Gaussian blur to mask blur 
    - Fine tune the Gaussian blur radius - pick minimum radius to achieve edge smoothing 
- Add a Curves adjustment 
    - Drag mid tones area down 
- Add a new pixel layer, set Overlay blend mode, 20% opacity 
- Select paintbrush, pick bright color and adjust 
- Paint over light areas in image to enhance 
- Add noise filter, set to 5% 

 
                                                

 Enhancing 3D Renders #02 
Processing on a file generated by 3D rendering software 
- Go to Liquify persona 
  - Use Push forward tool to reduce angular points on horizon 
  - Apply 

http://vimeo.com/167864625
https://vimeo.com/177221935
https://vimeo.com/177236051


- Render had limited tonal range, so use Levels adjustment 
   - Drag Black and White levels to edges of histogram 
- Apply HSL adjustment 
   - Target Red (in the example) increase saturation 
   - Target Blue increase saturation - add color to sky 
- Add emphasis to some foreground tones 
   - Add a new pixel layer, set blend mode to Overlay 
   - Set layer opacity to 10% 
   - Select Paintbrush tool, set hardness to 0 
   - Set large brush size 
   - Set a color to add to foreground objects (red-orange) 
   - Paint over image elements to be colored 
- Add a Curves adjustment 
   - Apply a 'S' curve (small amount) 
- Add a Gaussian blur filter 
   - Tick 'Preserver alpha' 
   - Set radius to 5 pixels 
   - Set blend mode to 'Average' 
   - Adjust Opacity to take unnatural sharp edge off image 
- Add some grain 
   - Layers [menu] - New Live Filter - Add Noise Filter 
   - Drag layer to un-nest it 
   - Tick 'Monochromatic' 
   - Set intensity to 8% (to taste) 

 
                                                

 Radial Blur 
Add motion blur to plane propellers 
Radial blur is only available as a destructive filter 
Rather than duplicating whole image - draw a selection using rectangular marque tool around 

propeller 
  - With selection active Layer [menu] - Duplicate (only duplicates selected area) 
  - Delete selection 
Filter [menu] - Radial Blur 
  - Set angle of blur 
  - Click-drag to reset center of rotation 
Add a mask layer to the pixel layer to mask out elements other than propeller blades 
  - Select the mask layer 
  - Select the paintbrush, set color Black (to remove mask) 
  - Paint areas where unblurred detail is to be retained 
Add grain to the blurred areas to match noise in unblurred areas 
  - Select the pixel layer, Filters - Noise - Add noise 
  - Tick monochromatic 
   - Adjust intensity to match noise in other parts of image 

 
                                                

 Regular Tone Mapping 
Apply tone mapping to a non-HDR image 

https://vimeo.com/188123914
https://vimeo.com/192632826


- Select a pixel layer, enter Tone Map Persona 
   - Reduce Tone Compression to a low amount 
   - Add some local contrast 
   - Tick Detail Refinement 
      - Set a very large Radius 
      - Set a moderate Amount 
If working with a raw image 
   - In Develop processing 
      - Open Assistant, set Tone Curve to Take No Action 
      - Reduce Highlights to minimum 
      - Increate mid tones with Brightness 
      - Click Develop 
   - Go to Tone Mapping persona 
      Apply processing as above 

 
                                                

 Big Stopper Effect 
How to stack several images to achieve a long exposure effect 
 - Example has several 10 second exposures 
 - Limits are diffraction limits from small apertures and ND filter strength 
 - File [menu] - New Stack 
     - Click Add, select the images, Open 
     - Tick "Automatically align" (for hand held images) 
     - Click OK 
 In the layers panel there is a live stack group 
 - Change stack operator (icon on right of stack group line) 
    "Mean" will give a better blurred clouds effect than "Median" 
 Ungroup images from stack  
   - Arrange [menu] - Ungroup 
   Results in each image as a layer in the stack 
 With all layers selected - set blend mode to "Average" 
    - Give a smoother result then the Stack "Mean" operator 
 Issues for next steps of processing: 
    Small aperture shows dust spots 
       - Add a levels adjustment at the top of the layer stack 
          Layers [menu] - New Adjustment - Levels 
          Move Black level to 40%  White level to 60% 
          - Shows dust so we can clean it fix dust spot by  
            - Add a new pixel layer (icon at bottom right of layers panel) 
            - Select the Inpainting brush tool 
            - In the context toolbar change "current layer" to "current layer and below" 
            - Draw over a dust spot - Inpaint removes it 
          Pan around the image (hold space bar for pan) looking for any other spots and fixing them 
          Turn the levels adjustment off to return to normal image 
    Add a curves adjustment 
       Layers [menu] - New Adjustment - Curves 
          - Adjust curves to taste - in this case a small decrease in deep shadow brightness and a              

moderate increase in brightness in mid tones 

https://vimeo.com/200000161


    Increase saturation                          
       Layers [menu] - New Adjustment - HSL - increase saturation 
 Finally try turning image layers on and off to see the change in blur and decide if one or many 

images combined gives the best result                   
 
    

 Light Painting Blending 
How to stack and edit light painting photos 
- File [menu] - New stack 
   - Click Add, select photo files, and click Open 
   -Tick 'Align' 
   - Click OK to stack 
On the layers panel 
   Click on Stack operator the icon to the right on the stack line 
     Mean is better than median 
     Maximum is best for light painting images 
Stars will show a dotted trail 
Alternative procession  
   Arrange [menu] - ungroup 
   Select all images 
     - Set blend mode 
        "Lighten" is the same as the "Maximum" stack operator 
        "Screen" gives a brighter image 
   To put layers in a stack - select them, "Arrange" - Live stack group 
Enhance light painting lines 
  - Add a new pixel layer (icon at bottom right of layers panel) 
  - Set blend mode to Overlay, set Opacity = 50% 
  - Select the paintbrush tool 
  - Adjust width, set hardness = 0 
  - Sample color by point at color, Alt-click on color to sample 
  - Paint over light trails 
Add to glow 
  - Layer - New Live Filter - Defused Glow 
  - Drag filter to un-next and move to top of layer stack 
  - Set radius to maximum 
  - Set opacity to 100% 
  - Reduce intensity to taste 
  - Set Threshold low, and increase until a good effect reached 
Add a curves adjustment 
  - Layer [menu] - New adjustment - Curves 
      - Shadows down a little, mid tones up a little 

                                                 

 

Design Aids 

 Snapshots 
Save current image processing to revisit again later 

https://vimeo.com/200007517
https://vimeo.com/130957011


Snapshots are hidden by default.  
Turn on by View [menu] - Studio - tick Snapshots 
  - Snapshot panel shown at lower right 
  - Icons for 'Restore snapshot' and 'Create a new Document from snapshot' 
     - Restore makes image and adjustments as they were saved  
     - More editing can then be done 
  - Click 'Add snapshot' to save current processing  
     - asks for a name for the new snapshot 
  - 'Create new document from snapshot' opens a new tab with the image and its processing 
All snapshots are stored in the affinity photo document 

 
                                               

 Modifiers 
----- use of Ctrl, Alt, Shift while dragging with mouse ---- 
Fast alternative to changing tool settings from context toolbar 
Hold down Ctrl and Alt [This does not work in version 1.5.1.54 in Windows]  
   - click-drag right to increase brush size 
   - click-drag left to decrease brush size 
   - click-drag up to decrease hardness 
   - click-drag down to increase hardness 
Alt usually reverses the function of a tool  
   - e.g. selection brush in Add mode - hold Alt for Subtract mode 
Tool tip at bottom left lists all modifiers for the current tool 
Hold Alt while using Paintbrush tool to activate color picker 
 - Drag with Alt held down - release mouse button to set color 
Dodge and Burn tools - Hold Alt for reverse function 
When dragging a vector shape  
  - Hold Shift to constrain - e.g. force a rectangle to a square 
  - Hold Ctrl to shape stays centered on starting point 
  - Hold Shift+Ctrl for both 
  - Hold Alt to disable Snapping if active while dragging 

 
                                              

 Designer/Photo Interworking 
In Photo: File [menu] - Place  …   can pick an image or Designer document 
 - Then resize or move 
 
 

 Pixel Accurate Design 
"Force pixel alignment" - option on top toolbar 
 - Used when placing a vector object 
 - Turn on or off pixel grid using Ctrl  " 
 With pixel alignment on - vector object snaps to pixel grid 
 With pixel alignment off - vector object can be moved to sub-pixel positions - resulting in 

resampling of vector - and object and appearance changing as a result 
 For most situations pixel alignment on is best 

                
                               

https://vimeo.com/171926740
https://vimeo.com/130956489
https://vimeo.com/130956188


 Placing Documents 
-- Place one image/document on another with non-destructive adjustments 
Insert an image / Affinity document in the current image by 
File [menu] - Place  [select file]  click-drag to set the position and size of the inserted image 
Inserted image retains resolution of original - it can be resized small and large in current image 

without loss. 
The inserted image appears as a new layer.         
Double click on the placed image to edit it - effectively like opening its file for editing. Then 

make changes and close the document 
 -  There is no Save function - and updates occur in the placed document. 

Then add adjustments nested under the placed image to make it match    
 
                                               

 Useful Keyboard Shortcuts 
Numbers 1 2 ... 9 0 set opacity - e.g. 4 = 40% 
 - Applies to a selected adjustment layer 
 - Applies to a currently active brush 
 - Type 2 numbers quickly for 2 digit value – e.g. 45 = 45% 
 Snapping is enabled or disabled by hitting   ;   key 
 Remove selection   Ctrl- D 
 Move the selected layer up or down in layers stack   Ctrl  [ or ] 
 To pan image when using a tool and zoomed in  Hold Space and drag 
 To hide or show rulers  Ctrl-R 
 Zoom in or out  Ctrl - or + 
 Group selected layers  Ctrl- G 
 When working with Frequency Separation  move between High and Low frequency layers by 

hitting  F 
 
                                              

 Non Destructive Inpainting and Cloning 
Add a new pixel layer 
If you try Inpainting - nothing happens 
The fix: change "Current layer"  in top toolbar to "Current and below" 
(Also make sure no selection active) 
Inpainting can be turned off by turning off the pixel layer 
The same is true for cloning  
- Layer can be "Current layer and below" or "Layers beneath" 
- When cloning if unwanted image is pasted - switch to the Erase tool and delete the unwanted 

image 
 
                                              

 Layer Creation Behaviour 
Default behavior:  
   - Adjustments added at top of layer stack 
   - Live filter is nested under pixel layer 
   - Adding a mask (from bottom of layer panel) is nested under the currently selected layer 
 Assistant (in top toolbar) lets these options be changed 

https://vimeo.com/134821183
https://vimeo.com/135046468
https://vimeo.com/135567302
https://vimeo.com/152425089


   - Settings for adjustments, filters and masks     
 
    

 Layer Nesting 
Adding an adjustment layer will add it above the currently selected layer 
Adding a Live Filter will add it nested under the selected layer. Adding a filter nested in an 

adjustment layer will not do anything. If added to nest under a pixel layer it will have an 
effect. 

Layers can be dragged and dropped where they should be. 
Select [menu] - Deselect layers  results in no layers selected 
   - adding a live filter will now put it at the top of stack 

 
                                               

 Exporting 3D LUTs 
How to export a LUT for use in other software (e.g. video editor) 
Take a still from a video - edit in Photo 
Warning: Only adjustment layers effects will be exported to LUT 
- e.g. color balance will export, blur filter will not export 
File [menu] - Export 3D LUT   
  - Set a name for the LUT, adjust quality slider (to max?) 
  - Click Export and set location to save the LUT file 
Then import into video editing software and enable (depends on that software) 

                                              
 LUTs for Tonal Adjustments 

Using LUTs to apply the same tonal adjustment to several images 
- Can copy adjustment layers 
-or can File [menu] - Export 3D LUT 
    - Enter a name, set quality to maximum 
  - Go to another image 
     - Layer [menu] - New Adjustment Layer - 3D LUT adjustment 
        - Load LUT, find exported LUT file 
     (Note that the adjustments imported by a LUT cannot be modified) 

 
      

 View Points 
    How to define specific zoom locations 
    Document can have as many view points as needed 
    On the Navigator panel - (lower right) click the '3 lines' icon at the right 
      - Click 'Advanced' on the drop down menu 
      - A drop list and gear icon appear at the bottom 
      - Click the 'gear' icon, select 'Add' 
         - The current view is stored in the drop list 
      - Zoom and scroll, click the 'gear' icon, select 'Add'  
         - The zoomed in view is stored 
      - Selecting a viewpoint from the drop list results in the view changing to the saved zoom and 

position        
      - Saved viewpoints can be renamed by clicking the 'gear' icon, selecting rename and enter a 

new name for the current viewpoint 

https://vimeo.com/135566217
https://vimeo.com/137227339
https://vimeo.com/139439495
https://vimeo.com/147726888


    View [menu] - "Move to Previous View Point" and "Move to Next View Point" 
    View [menu] - Custom Keyboard Shortcuts  .. and set keys for fast view point changes 

 
         

 Global Cloning 
---- Clone from one image to another, with flip and scale options  
To clone from one image to another 
In the source image 
- Select the clone tool 
- Set brush size, hardness 
- Alt-click to set source position for clone 
- Click "Add global source" in context toolbar – the image/location is added to the Sources panel 
Go to the target image 
- Select the clone tool 
- Set hardness 
- Change Source "current layer" in context toolbar to "Global" 
- Select the image/location in the Sources panel to clone from 
- Clone tool preview now shows data from other image 
- Create a new pixel layer (for non-destructive cloning) 
- Change Flip in context toolbar from None to Horizontal 
- Change Scale in context toolbar to resize while cloning 
- Change Rotation to rotate the image while cloning    
- Click-drag to do the clone 
To clean up excess image data that was drawn by clone 
- Select the Erase Brush tool 
- From Brushes panel select the first Texture brush 
- Click-drag to erase unwanted image data from the clone to tidy up the edges 
Add a Curves adjustment to match tones 
- Nest the curves adjustment under the pixel layer 
- Modify each R, G, B channel to match images 
As an aid match tones between the main image and cloned data 
- Go to channels panel 
- Click on 'Composite red' to compare reds and make changes 
  In Red on the Curves adjustment 
- Repeat for Green and Blue 
- When done, turn all channels back on  

 
                                                

 Subtle Toning 
---- Uses edge detect, convert to mask, use mask to apply tonal adjustment mostly to edges 
- Duplicate the pixel layer 
- Filters [menu] - Detect - Detect edges 
- Layer [menu] - Rasterize to mask 
- Turn off display of the edge layer 
- Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - White Balance Adjustment 
- Make adjustments - e.g. warm image 
- Drag the edge mask into the white balance adjustment 
- For an even more subtle adjustment change blend mode to Overlay 

https://vimeo.com/149628411
https://vimeo.com/149269746


 
                                                

 Multiple Color Formats 
--- Change to color format can make adjustments give different results, some adjustments can 
use a different color format to the image --- 
Document [menu] - Color Format   sets color format 
Changing color format may change effect of tonal adjustments 
However some adjustments can operate in a color format different to the document color 

format 
- Curves lets LAB be selected, then operate on Lightness channel (even on an RGB format 

document) 
Other adjustments that allow color format selection: 
   - Levels 
   - Channel mixer 

 
                                               

 Scopes 
A scope is an image analysis tool 
Scopes are not enabled by default 
- Turn on by  View [menu] - Studio - Scope 
- Scope panel shows at top right (the Scope tab) 
- Scope modes are selected from dropdown at top left of panel 
  "Intensity waveform" 
     X axis: matches X axis of image 
     Y axis: luminance 0 - 100% 
  "RGB waveform" 
     X axis: matches X axis of image 
     Y axis: R,G,B level 0 - 100% 
  "RGB parade" 
     X axis: matches X axis of image, repeated 3 times 
     Y axis: R,G,B level 0 - 100%   
        (like RGB waveform, but colors separate) 
  "Power spectral density" 
     Frequency domain (FFT) display 
  "Vectorscope" 
     Color represented as angle 
Comment: Look at image, not just the scope 

 
                                               

 Curves Picker 
--- set nodes on curves by picking from the image 
Curves adjustment  
- Click "Picker" (lower right of curves settings) 
   - Mouse pointer changes to target cross 
   - Click at a point in the image 
   - The selected location's intensity sets a node on the curve 
   - Drag up and down in the image moves the curve node up/down 

 

https://vimeo.com/149265352
https://vimeo.com/154281478
https://vimeo.com/154293467


                                               
 Non-Destructive Dodge & Burn 

--- Set a layer to 50% gray, use blend mode of “Overlay” --- 
- Add a new pixel layer 
- Fill pixel layer with mid-grey 
    - Edit [menu] - Fill - click on Color panel on settings 
       - Click "HSL color wheel" at top 
       - Select 'Greyness' 
       - Drag Grey level to exactly 50 
       - Click Apply on Fill settings 
- Set layer fill mode to Overlay 
- Then use the Dodge and Burn brushes    

 
                                               

 Flexible Defringing 
--- Uses the fact that each adjustment layer and filter layer is its own layer mask - so can paint to 

turn on or off the effect --- 
Can use defringe in Develop persona 
- But it may remove color from elements that should keep color 
Instead use New Live Filter - Defringe Filter 
- Set Hue slider to fringe color 
- Reduce Threshold to a low value (5%?) 
- Increase Tolerance to a high value (90%?) 
- Tick 'Remove complementary hue' 
This will work the same as in Develop 
So to mask out areas where Defringe is creating unwanted effects 
- Select the Defringe Filter layer 
- Select the Paintbrush tool 
- Set color to Black 
- Click-drag to paint to turn off the Defringe where it was creating unwanted effects 

 
                                               

 Edge Detection for Masking 
Generating masks from the edge detection filter 
Why? - to blur edges from 3D renders or screen captures 
How? 
- Duplicate pixel layer - Layer [menu] - Duplicate  (Ctrl-J) 
- With duplicated layer selected:  
    - Filter [menu] - Detect - Detect Edges 
    - Layer [menu] - Rasterise to mask 
    One option - drag mask into an adjustment 
    - on Channels panel: right-click on [Name] Alpha 
         - Create Spare Channel 
    - Right-click on the new "Spare channel" rename to "Edges" 
    - Delete the edge detected layer ("Edge" still in Channels) 
- With main pixel layer selected 
- Layers [menu] - New Live Filter - Gaussian Blur 
    - Find an area in the image where edges need fixing 

http://vimeo.com/155533670
http://vimeo.com/161043323
https://vimeo.com/178301724


    - Adjust blur Radius (about 1 pixel?) 
- Select the blur filter in the layers panel 
- In the Channels panel - right click "Edges" 
    - Select "Load the Gaussian Blur Alpha" 
     
Same process works with Unsharp mask (to sharpen not blur)             

 
 

 Split & Mirror View 
Preview views when using filters 
- e.g. Filters [menu] - Shapen - Clarity 
The filter settings dialog has view options (blue and white circles) 
Split view gives a vertical slider that can be dragged to show Before and After versions 
The Mirror view shows two copies of the image - before and after 
Split and Mirror options are shown of filter settings and on top toolbar in the Develop module 

                
                                

 Batch Processing 
File [menu] - New Batch Job 
- Click Add to open image files to be processed 
- On right side: 
   - Output to original directory or pick another directory 
   - Can select output file format(s) 
      - With W (width) and H (height) options 
      - Leave blank for full size 
      - A (maintain Aspect ratio) keeps proportions to fit W&H 
      - "..." - file format specific options 
   - List of macros - select to apply macro 
- "Parallel processing" - on: process multiple images at once 
                                          off: one image at a time    
- Click OK to start processing in batch mode 
- Batch window closes when processing completes 

 
                                               

 Clone Sources 
     -- control global clone from multiple images and how to deal with alignment issues --- 
Using the Sources panel with the Clone brush 
Example copies elements from several images into one image 
Sources panel needs to be turned on by 
    - View [menu] - Studio - Sources 
Use Sources by 
 - Display an image (click image tabs) 
 - Click 'Add a source' icon at bottom of Sources 
          - The active image is added to Sources panel 
     - Select the Clone brush 
     - Double click on an image in the Sources panel 
         - Mouse pointer changes to 'cross hairs' over the image 
     - Click on an area that can be matched across images (sets the clone source) 

https://vimeo.com/142375903
https://vimeo.com/192599431
https://vimeo.com/192599318


     - Once source it set the image can be closed      
     - Switch to the target image 
     - Select the Clone brush 
     - Click in the Sources panel to select the clone source 
     - Adjust brush size and hardness 
     - Align the clone preview with the target image (zoom in) 
     - Click and start dragging to do the clone 
     - Move mouse and click-drag again to clone other areas 
         (Alignment set by first click is retained) 
     - Clone to a new pixel layer rather than the main image so it is easy to use the Erase brush to 

remove parts of the image that should not be cloned      
 
                                                    

 Clone Sources: Texture Creation 
Aim: create a seamless texture by cloning from multiple images 
Create a new document for the result  File [menu] - New - set 4096 x 4096 
Open source images, open Sources panel 
Switch to a source image 
On the Sources panel - click 'Add a source' (icon at bottom) 
Select the clone brush 
Double-click the image on the Sources panel 
Click to set the clone source point in the image 
Can add the same image to Sources panel again and set another source point 
Close the source image     
Repeat with other source images 
Now in the new document - add a pixel layer 
Select the clone brush, set large brush size, 0 hardness 
Click one the first Source, paint to part of image 
Click the next Source, paint to another part of image 
Repeat until image covered 
Make texture seamless by 
 - Filters [menu] - Distort - Affine set X, Y offsets to 50% 
 - Clone to remove an hard edges             

 
                                                

 Pixel Art Resize 
Four Resizing options for upsizing digital art 
1. Document [menu] - Resize document, set pixel size, algorithm: bicubic 
   Result is rather soft! 
2. Document [menu] - Resize pixel art document 
   Set HQX algorithm, set scale factor 
   Result is much sharper than case 1 
3. Document [menu] - Resize pixel art document 
   Set XBR algorithm, set scale factor 
   Result is much sharper than case 1 and line detail smoother than case 2        
4. Document [menu] - Resize document  
   Set pixel size, algorithm: Lanczos non separable (the sharpest picture resampling algorithm) 
   Result has very bad artifacts at edges 

https://vimeo.com/192599221
https://vimeo.com/192598511


Note HQX and XBR are only good on raw (not resized or smoothed) pixel art.           
 
                                               

 Direct PSD write-back (round tripping) 
Can open a Photoshop .PSD document in Photo 
- Can make changes to adjustment layers 
- Add a Live Filter (e.g. High pass filer) 
File [menu] - Save  or Save As - saves as a .afphoto file 
Preferences menu - general category -  
  - Tick 'Save over imported PSD file' 
Now File - Save writes over the .PSD file that was opened 
Note warning - Affinity Photo specific features are rasterised in the layer stack 
  - High pass filter turned into a pixel layer 

 
 

 Freehand Selection Tool 
Freehand selection tool is on flyout from rectangle selection 
Context toolbar Type has options of 
   Freehand - drawn by mouse 
   Polygonal – each mouse click sets a node, connected by straight lines   
   Magnetic - click and drag along an edge 
     -Draws line with nodes along an edge 
     - Use backspace to delete nodes to correct 
     - Single-click to add a node manually 
     - Close - select loop by single click on first node or double-click to set end 
Can use modifiers (see bottom-left) to change modes while drawing selection. E.g. Shift-click to 

add straight edges while in Freehand mode. 
Warning: modifiers change based on current Type 

 
                                                  

 Undo History 
File [menu] - "Save history with document"  
   When enabled history of changes is stored in .afphoto document 
History panel at lower right shows changes 
  - Scroll 
  - Drag slider at top – to the left = go back, to the right = go forward 
All changes made are stored in history  
  - So destructive edits (inpainting, dodge, auto white balance, auto levels, vignette) can be 

undone in current session 
If "Save history with document" is off, changes are lost when the document is saved 
If "Save history with document" is on, changes are saved in the .afphoto document and can be 

accessed and rolled back when the document is reopened 
Turning off "Save history with document" can reduce file size 

                                               

 

Filters 

https://vimeo.com/194330470
https://vimeo.com/194652359
https://vimeo.com/199992451


 Live Filter Layers (Also in Basics) 
Intro to filters 
A way to add non-destructive effects without needing to duplicate pixel layers (giving large file 

size saving) 
Example: add a Depth of field filter 
 - Layers [menu] - New Live Filter - Depth of Field Filter 
 - Set mode to tilt-shift, tick 'preserve alpha' 
 - Drag control points 
Can untick filter in Layers panel to turn it off 
Can drag the filter around in layers stack to change order 
Example: High pass filter (used for sharpening) 
 - Adjust radius, set blend mode to Linear Light 
Example: Add noise filter (used if image flat or posturized) 
If noise was added before High pass it would sharpen the noise (not good!) 

 
                                                

 Apply Image 
--- Combine images --- 
Using the Apply Image filter 
Start with texture image 
Filters [menu] - Apply Image 
 - Click Load source from file - open a file 
 - Or drag a pixel layer from layers panel 
 - Can adjust opacity and blend mode 

 
 

 Apply Image: Equations 
How to work with channel information in Apply Image filter 
 - Filters [menu] - Apply Image 
 - Click 'Use current layer as source' 
 - Tick 'Equations' 
 - Can type equations for each color channel 
 - E.g. in blue channel   SB+(SG/8)   
    "Source blue plus source green divided by 8" 
 - Can use preview to see a small blue tint has been added 
 - Can change color model e.g. to LAB 

      
 

 Equations Filter 
--- Equations that map pixels from source to destination in Cartesian or Polar coordinates --- 
Introduction to the Equations filter  
Filters [menu] - Distort - Equations 
Coordinate can be either  
  - Cartesian - x, y  
  - Polar - r [radius], t [theta - angle] 
Cartesian examples 
   - Transpose or 90 degree rotate 
       X = Y 

https://vimeo.com/133428170
https://vimeo.com/192599146
https://vimeo.com/192598897
https://vimeo.com/192598818


       Y = X     
   - Reposition  
       X = X - 100 
       Y = Y + 300 
   - Resize 
       X = X * GR    (GR = golden ratio) 
       Y = Y * PI    (PI = 3.14159) 
   - Variable skew   
       X = lerp(X,Y,A*0.2)    [lerp = Linear interpolation] 
       Y = Y 
        - Dragging the A parameter slider changes skew 
Polar examples 
   - Ripples 
       R = r * COS(R * A) 
       T = T * SIN(T * B) 
            
Extend mode controls what to do with ‘out of range’ results 
  - Zero = pure alpha  
  - Full = fill with White 
  - Repeat } 
  - Wrap     } fill with image data 
  - Mirror  } 
            
Full list of expressions in Help 
  - Workspace - More - Expressions for field input 

 
                                                 

 Dust & Scratches Filter 
Dust and Scratches is designed to deal with dirty scans 
Filters [menu] - Noise - Dust and scratches 
  - As Radius is increased larger dust is eliminated 
  - Small increases in tolerance will keep more fine detail 
Fine detail is lost when dust is removed 
Undo can selectively remove effects of the filter 
- Select Undo brush, set Hardness = 0, Opacity = 75 
- Paint areas where detail needs to be kept 
Can also use the Inpainting brush to manually clean up dust       

 
                                               

 Halftone Scanlines Effect 
Example 1 
Duplicate pixel layer 
Filters [menu] - Colors - Halftone 
 - Screen type 
       - "Cell" - creates dots 
       - "Line" - creates lines - used in this example 
 - Cell size - set dimensions of screen - 8 entered 
 - Adjust Contrast to taste 

https://vimeo.com/192598606
https://vimeo.com/192598553


 - click Apply 
Set blend mode to Darken 
 
Example 2 
Duplicate pixel layer 
Filters [menu] - Colors - Halftone 
  - Screen type = Line 
  - Cell size = 8 
  - Click Apply 
Layer [menu] - Rasterize to mask 
Drag the mask layer and nest under background pixel layer 
Layer [menu] - New fill layer 
Drag the fill layer below the background pixel layer 
Set fill color on the Color panel (black in this case) 
Scanline effect is now visible 
  - Select the mask layer, change opacity to adjust strength 
Select fill layer, adjust color to taste       

                  
                                

 Mirror filter 
What can be done with the Mirror filter? Create kaleidoscope type effects 
Filters [menu] - Distort - Mirror 
  - Turn the Input wheel to change angle of mirror 
      - Snaps to fixed angles 
      - Hold Alt for no snapping 
  - Change Number of mirrors  to 2 
      Creates more interesting effects 

 
 

 Diffuse Glow Filter 
How to add soft highlight roll off like film 
 - Live Filter or destructive Filters - Blur - Defuse Glow 
 - Increase radius to a high value 
 - Lower threshold - results in more image being affected 
 - Low Intensity and high Opacity (more subtle) 
    Or high Intensity and low Opacity (stronger) 
 Defuse glow can be good on photos with badly blown highlights like dark interiors with bright 

windows. Defuse glow can add bright glow around windows 
 
                                                  

 Defeating Filter Limits 
Mostly for Blur and Sharpen filters 
Drag Radius slider - it maxes out at 100 pixels 
BUT with settings open  click-drag in the image to the left or right changes radius 
And can drag radius up to 1024 pixels 
- Only use with a small Factor value (otherwise ugly results) 
- Sharpening with large radius is Clarity (local contrast) 
- Useful with Live Filter - Unsharp mask 

https://vimeo.com/168196933
https://vimeo.com/172560376
https://vimeo.com/187632201


-  Radius - drag on image to 500 pixels 
-  Increase Factor until it starts to look too strong 
-  Set blend mode to Lighten 
-  Then adjust settings to taste 
Gaussian blur radius also only drags to 100 pixels 
But can drag on the image to 1024 pixels - Very smooth! 
Some distortion filters let you drag on image  
- e.g. Pinch - Punch  (sets location of effect) 

 
                                                   

HDR (High Dynamic Range) 

 HDR: Merging & Tone Mapping 
How to take bracketed exposures and merge to an HDR image 
File [menu] - New HDR Merge 
- On dialog: click Add, select images, click open 
- Tick 'Automatically align' if shot hand held 
- Tick 'Automatically remove ghosts' if movement 
- Tick 'Tone map HDR image' to go to Tone Map persona next 
- tick OK to process 
Tone Map persona 
- Tone Compression - sets how many out of range tones are brought in range 
- Local contrast - like super Clarity filter - creates the (ugly) HDR look, makes bright and dark 

details visible 
Some tone map settings: 
  - Tone compression - max 
  - Local contrast - 40% 
  - Shadows and highlights - reduce highlights a bit 
  - Lower black point a bit (blacks become grey) 
  - Apply Curves - set an S curve 
  - Reduce Saturation a little 
  - Click Apply to go to Photo persona 
Photo can open Radiance HDR and Open EXR 32 bit images 
- Then enter tone mapping to process 
Converting 32 bit format from HDR to 8 or 16 bit for export 
- Export process will do conversion 
- Do manually to control result 
   - Document [menu] - Color format - (pick 8 or 16 bit format) 
   If OK then do File - Export 
- Can also export Open EXR or Radiance HDR (32 bit formats) 

 
                                                  

 HDR: Tone Map Presets 
How to save and use presets in the Tone Map persona 
HDR merge and go to Tone Map 
- Make all the desired adjustments 
- Click icon at top right of preset panel on left of image 

https://vimeo.com/192633552
https://vimeo.com/192633449


   - Create new category - default name "Presets" 
   - Select new category, click icon at top right, Rename Category 
       - Enter a new name, click OK 
- Click icon at top right, select "Add Preset" 
    - Enter a name, click OK 
- Apply a preset by clicking on it 
- Change preset category by right-click on the preset heading 
     - Select the desired category 
- "Default" category, "Natural" - is initial settings 
- Presets can be imported and exported 

 
                                                   

 HDR: Panoramas 
How to stitch HDR panoramas 
- Shoot multiple exposures at each position in panorama 
- HDR merge each set of images that make one image in the panorama 
   - Untick "Tone map" - do not want to tone map now 
   - File - Export - select EXR 
- Repeat for each group of bracketed exposures that make one image in the panorama 
- File - New Panorama - open all the saved EXR documents 
   - Click 'Stitch panorama' (wait while panorama is stitched) 
   - Check the result  
   - Set crop 
   - Click Apply 
- Will be taken to the Photo persona with a 32 bit panorama 
- Can now Tone Map  or  export EXR file 

 
                                                   

 HDR: Preprocessing 
For raw: 32 bit view, color noise reduction, defringe, then tone-map 
Preprocessing suggested before doing tone mapping – particularly needed for tone mapping 

Raw files 
- Open input images 
- Untick 'Tone map' 
- Click OK to merge images 
- View [menu] - Studio - (turn on) "32 bit preview" 
   - Increase Exposure to expose chrominance noise 
- Filter [menu] - Noise - Denoise 
   - Drag "Color denoise" to the right as required 
   If not sufficient - tick "Extreme", and drag more 
- Decrease Exposure in 32bit preview, look for fringing 
If fringing is present 
- Filters [menu] - Color - Defringe 
    - Click on fringe color to set the defringe color 
    - Increase tolerance 
    - Decrease edge brightness threshold 
    - Tick 'Remove complementary hue' 
    - Click Apply 

https://vimeo.com/192633364
https://vimeo.com/192633261


Now Tone Map     
     
                                          

 HDR: Advanced Editing 
Using overlays for selective adjustments 
HDR merge - add image, tick Tone Map, tick Align 
Click on Overlays panel 
Initially just 'master' - the entire image 
Click Overlay gradient tool in left toolbar (with red circle) 
  - Click-drag to select area the overlay works on (a gradient overlay is added to the overlays 

panel) 
  - Switch back to tone map settings. Changes apply to the selected overlay only 
  - Brush overlays work in the same way 
  - Select the "master" overlay to edit the whole image 
If a selection is in effect in Photo persona, entering Tone Mapping only operates on the selected 

area (e.g. only tone map the sky) 
If selection is distracting the ‘marching ants’ can be turned off using View [menu] - Show pixel 

selection (click to untick it) 
 - click Apply to return to Photo persona with the selected area tone mapped 

 
                                              

 HDR: Ghosts Removal 
Manually handling things that moved - clone from a selected source image(s) 
If there is movement when bracket shots were taken there can be blurred and duplicated 

elements in the merged image 
- After adding images there is the "Automatically remove ghosts" option to tick 
- If Cancel is selected to exit Tone Map, and the Clone brush tool is selected a list of clone 

sources is shown that includes the initial images, plus the deghosted image and the pre-
deghosting merged image. Cloning can be done to make corrections as needed. 

 
Manual handling of ghosts: 
   Open source images, untick "tone map", and untick "automatically remove ghosts" 
   - Click OK 
   - After the HDR merge to clone brush is selected and the clone sources panel show with the 

merged and source images. 
   - Select a source image with best noise/blur then click-drag to clone into the final image 
   - Click on any other tool e.g. view tool to hide the sources panel 
   - When cloning is complete click Tone Map to enter the Tone Mapping persona and adjust as 

needed. 
 
 

 HDR: 32-bit Editing 
HDR - add images - untick "Tone map HDR" - click OK 
- Goes to Photo persona, with Sources panel showing 
- Select the Hand tool and the Sources panel closes 
- Can now apply sharpening, denoise, crop, etc. 
- If not applying tone mapping, View [menu] - studio - 32 bit preview can be used to show entire 

tonal range of image 

https://vimeo.com/192633130
https://vimeo.com/192633014
https://vimeo.com/192632907


- Can then export as Open EXR or Radiance HDR 
                                                  

 

Focus Merging (Stacking) 

 Focus Merging 
Focus stacking - merge images selecting parts in focus 
File [menu] - New focus merge  
   - Add images, click OK 
The Focus Merge process works by 
  - Aligning images, build depth map, merge images 
Shows a Sources panel for manually correcting results if needed (same as correcting HDR)  
Useful for macro or landscape       

                
                                  

 Focus Merge Retouching 
How to fix a focus merge using the sources panel and clone brush 
When focus merge finishes the Sources panel shows each source image 
 - Click 'Toggle source preview' bottom left of Sources panel 
 - Shows selected source image 
    - Find sharpest source image 
    - Click 'Toggle source preview' to see merged result 
 - Set clone brush size, hardness 
 - Click-drag to clone to the merged result 
 - Repeat for any other parts of the image to correct   

 
     

 Focus Merging Bracketed Exposures  
Another way to use focus merge - exposure bracketed images 
Focus merge is similar to HDR merge, but with different result 
  Unlike HDR merge, Focus merge will not combine pixels from multiple images, it will select the 

pixel from the image with most detail in that location. Result will have the same bit depth as 
the source images 

File [menu] - New Focus Merge 
   - Click Add, select bracketed images, click OK to do merge  
Open a set to exposure bracketed images in Focus Merge 
- Result will have more tonal range than a RAW file would give particularly in the shadow areas 
- The result will appear slightly tone-mapped 
- The result can be modified (e.g. with Curves) more than a normal image 
   - Add an S curve 
   - Add a Black and White adjustment 

                                                       

  

Live Projections (360 editing, perspective projection) 

https://vimeo.com/192632707
https://vimeo.com/192632435
https://vimeo.com/192632212


 360 Live Editing 
Edit 360 degree images using equirectangular projection 
Start with a 360 degree x 180 degree image 
Layer [menu] - Live projection - equirectangular projection 
- Can drag to move around in the view 
- Can change field of view angle in context toolbar 
- Can use all normal editing (e.g. Inpainting brush) 
But need to select move tool (black arrow) to move image around again 
Or Layer [menu] - Live projection - Edit Live projection 
Or click Edit Live Projection in context toolbar 
- Normal editing works - e.g. add a HSL adjustment layer 
But need to click background layer to resume panning 
If File - Export while viewing in live projection the current view (not the entire image) is exported 
Layer - Live projection - Remove projection switches back to viewing the entire image 

 
        

 360 Advanced Editing 
Editing a pre-stitched 360x180 image 
Switch view: 
Layer [menu] - Live projection - equirectangular projection 
Editing tools like clone brush work normally 
Also draw geometric shapes, copy and paste other images 
But other layers created are not equirectangular-aware 
Fixed by merging into pixel layer  
  - Right-click layer - Merge down (repeat for all layers) 

 
                                                  

 360 Retouching 
Correcting image defects  
Layer [menu] - Live projection - equirectangular projection 
Deal with burnt out highlights 
  - Add a new pixel layer 
  - Select paintbrush tool 
  - Set brush size and hardness  
  - Alt - click to set color from the bright area 
  - Set pixel layer's blend mode to Glow 
  - Set opacity to 30% 
  - Paint around the edges of bright areas so glow soften edge 
  - Right-click on layer - Merge down (into base pixel layer) 
Deal with adjusting tones in an area 
  - Create a new pixel layer 
  - Set blend mode to Reflect 
  - Select paintbrush tool 
  - Alt-click to select color of object, then adjust color 
  - Set 20% opacity on layer 
  - Paint areas where color should be enhanced 
  - Right-click on layer - Merge down (into base pixel layer) 

 

https://vimeo.com/192631969
https://vimeo.com/192600018
https://vimeo.com/192599914


 
 360 Multiple Views 

Creating multiple views from a 360 degree image 
Layer [menu] - Live projection - equirectangular projection 
 - Can pan around the image 
File [menu] - New - Select a suitable document size 
Reselect the 360 image 
Select [menu] - select all 
Edit [menu] - Copy 
Reselect new flat document  
Edit [menu] - paste 
Select the move tool and move and resize to 1/4 of the canvas 
With move tool selected - Context toolbar - Edit live projection 
   - Can pan around the pasted 360 image 
Layer [menu] - Duplicate 
Select the move tool, drag the image to another part of canvas 
   - Click Edit Live projection, pan to another view 
Repeat two more times to fill the canvas with different views 
This process requires that the first copy be done in live projection mode. 

 
                                                  

 Live Perspective Projection 
Changing perspective in an image 
Layer [menu] - Live projection - Perspective projection 
Drag corners of grid to match rectangles on one size of a building 
If snapping is on and preventing alignment hold Alt to suspend snapping while dragging grid 

corners 
Switch to any tool. The view changes to the area that was covered by the grid. 
Can do any editing, but have to Merge Down to the base pixel layer. When finished - select the 

move tool, click "Edit live projection" in context toolbar 
View changes back to full image, and edits are mapped back to the perspective of the image 
Can click 'Add plain' in context toolbar to repeat the process in another part of the mage 
With multiple plains - click on any to select it 
When finished Layer [menu] - Live projection - Remove projection            

                                                 

  

OpenEXR/32-bit 

 OpenEXR Multichannel Import/Export 
How to work with multichannel Open EXR documents 
No special settings - just open an Open EXR file 
Channels become layers - shown in the layers panel 
Show or hide layers normally,  
Alt-click on a layer to show it in isolation mode 
Click any other layer to leave isolation mode 
When exporting - EXR use the Layered preset 
Click More for extra options - e.g. compression, 16 or 32 bit format 

https://vimeo.com/192599879
https://vimeo.com/192599738
https://vimeo.com/192599699


Also works with OpenColorIO 
 
 

 OpenEXR Import Options 
Options for importing OpenEXR documents 
Edit [menu] - Preferences - Color - EXR options at the bottom 
'Associate OpenEXR alpha channels' 
  -If on: result in layers has alpha channels associated with their color channels 
  - If off: alpha channels imported as separate layers 
Depending on workflow:   
'Post divide EXR colors by alpha' - does what is says 
'Perturb zero EXR alpha' - to prevent a divide by 0 alpha. Converts 0 to a very small value on 
input, reverse on output 

  

Color Management 

 OpenColorIO Setup 
How to setup and use OpenColorIO 
First need an OpenColorIO config  
  - Get from OpenColorIO web site http://opencolorio.org/  unzip somewhere 
Preferences [menu] - Color Profiles 
  - OpenColorIO config file and search folder 
  Example opens CONFIG.OCIO that was unzipped above 
  Select the folder containing the OCIO config file to grant access  
  Then need to restart Photo 
OpenEXR documents can have an affix of the color space name 
Photo will convert them to scene linear on load 
There is an OCIO adjustment layer - see separate video 
View [menu] - Studio - 32 bit preview  
   - Includes OCIO display transform or ICC display transform 
    
OpenColorIO only appears to be useful for OpenEXR documents      

 
                                                 

 OpenColorIO Adjustment 
Using the OCIO Adjustment. It enables changing color spaces when processing images in 

different color spaces 
Requires OCIO configuration to be set 
Open one document (ACSCG colorspace , Photo converts to Scene Linear) 
Place a second image (with Linear REC709 colorspace) 
Select background layer 
Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - OCIO Adjustment 
  - convert from Roll Scene Linear (base image's colorspace) 
  - convert to Utility Linear REC709 (in this example) 
Select the placed image layer 
Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - OCIO Adjustment 
  - Convert from Utility Linear REC709 (in this example) 

https://vimeo.com/192599675
https://vimeo.com/192599627
http://opencolorio.org/
https://vimeo.com/192599596


  - Convert to Roll Scene Linear 
Then do any image adjustments and edited needed ... 
If layer stack get too complex  
  Select a pixel layer and before and after OCIO adjustments and group them - can show 1 line 

for the group or  
  Expand the group if needed 

 
   

 Soft Proofing 
The soft proofing adjustment and why you might want to use it 
Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Soft Proof Adjustment 
  - Select the printer profile that will be used 
If needed extra adjustments can be made based on how the image will print 

 

Macros 

 Macros 
Macros not visible by default - turn on by 
View [menu] - Studio - Library  and  Macro 
  Macro panel is for recording a macro 
  Library panel show all recorded and imported macos 
To record a macro 
  Click the red Record button on the macro panel 
  Perform the operations to store as a macro 
  Click the Stop button on the macro panel 
Can run the macro by clicking the Play button (right pointing triangle) 
Save the macro by clicking "+" icon on the macro panel 
  - Select a category and enter a name for the macro  
  - Then taken to Library 
To record another macro  
  - Clear previous macro by clicking 'Reset' - circular icon 
  - Click Record and perform the operations to store 
  - Click Gear icon on lines in the macro panel - can edit values stored 
     - Click the "i" icon to make value interactive 
        - Set a displayed name for the value 
When the macro is played it opens a dialog asking for the custom value 
On library panel  
  - Click 'flyout' icon at top right - Create new category 
      - Creates a category with default name "Macros" 
  - Click on icon at right of "Macros" for rename 
 Can drag and drop macros between categories 
 Export is an option on a category or macro panel 
 Import is an option on Macro panel 
 In library: right-click on a macro - "Edit macro" 
    - Loads macro into Macro panel and shows it 

 
                                                  

https://vimeo.com/152413642
https://vimeo.com/192599545


 Macros: Equations 
Using Equations filter in a macro 
Record a macro 
  - Filters - Distort - Equations 
     - Enter equations referring to parameter A 
     - Click Apply 
  - In the Macro panel - click on Gear icon beside Equations 
      - Click 'i' on Parameter and name it 
  - Stop recording 
Run the macro - the equations parameter can be modified as needed 

                                                  

  

Finishing Off 

 Sharpening 
  ---- Sharpening with Unsharp Mask, selective sharpening with High Pass filter, Clarity (mid tone 

contrast) 
Sharpening before exporting final image 
Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - Unsharp mask 
 - Try a small Radius 0.5 pixels, maximum Factor - sharpens fine detail 
 - Or medium Radius 4 pixels, medium Factor (bit like clarity) - sharpens larger detail 
Or Duplicate layer 
      Filters [menu] - Sharpen - High pass 
      Set radius to just show fine detail (1.5 pixels) 
      Set blend mode to Linear Light 
      Sharpens high frequency detail 
      Good for avoiding sharpening noise 
Or Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - Clarity filter 
      Does not sharpen - adds mid-tone contrast 
      Increase Radius to taste 
 
Comment: Unsharp mask produces a sharper looking result then High pass filter 

                                                      
 Selective Sharpening 

How to sharpen the subject and not the background 
Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - High Pass Filter 
   - Tick Monochrome 
   - Adjust Radius to show fine detail (0.5 - 10 pixels?) 
   - Set layer blend mode to Linear light 
   - Layer Invert (image gets soft) 
   - Select Paintbrush tool, set color to White 
   - Adjust brush size, set hardness to minimum 
   - Paint over the subject - so filter only applies to subject 
 
Comment: masking will work with an Unsharp mask filter too 
    

    

https://vimeo.com/192599472
https://vimeo.com/130955729
https://vimeo.com/134843372


 Exporting 
Exporting - via File menu and using Export persona 
File [menu] - Export  
   - Select the file format from list at top of dialog 
   - Jpeg used in example 
   - File format specific presets are available 
   - Image can be resampled if needed. Estimated file size is recalculated after size or 

compression changed 
   - Click More for extra format-specific options e.g. imbed metadata, icc profile, progressive 

encoding 
   - Click Export to write the file 
   - Then set filename, folder, click Save 
Image that is written depends on active layers in layers panel 
Export persona 
  Two key panels - layers and slices 
  Slices - initially 'Background' slice - the whole document 
    - Add a slice by click-drag to select part of canvas 
    - Slices can be renamed (similar to layers rename) 
    - Click export (icon on far right of a slice) exports that slice (area defined by the selection 

rectangle) 
  Layers 
    - Select 1 or more layers, click "Create slice" at bottom - creates a slice for each selected layer 
  Slices - select 1 or more slice 
     - Set export options for the selected slices 
     - Click the arrow at the left of a slice to expand to show export details for that slice 
     - Can set multiple resolutions and image formats per slice 
     - Click X to remove an export option     
     - Click 'Export slices' at bottom of slices panel - exports all slices 
     - Set a folder to export into, click Export 
 
 

 Export Compression Efficiency 
How to control file sizes by compression efficiency 
 File [menu] - Export 
   - Select JPEG, set Quality to 50%  
   - See estimated file size 
   - cancel 
 Try reducing chrominance noise   
 Filters [menu] - Noise - Denoise 
   - Tick Extreme for Color Denoise 
   - Drag Color Denoise to about 75% 
   - Leave Luminance Denoise at 0 
   - Click Apply  
 File - Export - estimated file size is smaller 
   - click More 
   - Tick Progressive (for web to show progressively more detailed versions) 
   - File size has been reduced  
 Apply more denoise - a little luminance, lots of color denoise 

https://vimeo.com/130955405
https://vimeo.com/136107232


   - File size has been reduced more 
 Reduce the pixel dimensions of the exported image            
   - File size has been reduced more 
 Change resample method to something softer (e.g. bicubic) 
   - File size has been reduced a tiny bit more because the softer image will compress more 

 

Projects 

 Nature Portrait 
   --- retouching a face ---  
Demo of editing processes 
- Duplicate the background layer Ctrl-J,  
- Untick display of bottom layer - keeps original if needed to refer back to 
Remove lines and blemishes from face 
- Filters [menu] - Frequency Separation (use default settings) 
- Turn off high frequency layer, select low frequency layer 
- Use the Blemish Removal Tool (grouped with Inpainting, Healing brushes) 
    - Click or click-drag on blemishes 
Clean lines on the face      
- Use the Healing Brush tool 
    - Alt-click to set an area to copy from 
    - Click or click-drag to heal 
The low frequency layer will now be flat, but texture is in high frequency layer 
To clean up lines on face reduce Healing brush hardness 
Then turn the high frequency layer on and select it 
Select the inpainting brush and increase hardness 
(Inpainting will not blur detail like other brushes) 
  - Click-drag to Inpaint over lines that need to be cleaned up 
Activate Quick Mask, select Paintbrush tool, set low hardness 
  - Paint to cover the eyes 
  - Exit quick mask mode   (Q) 
  - Layer [menu] - New Adjustment layer - Recolor adjustment 
       - Set color to 'jade', saturation quite low 
       - Set blend mode to Overlay 
Add a Curves adjustment 
- Layer [menu] - New adjustment layer - Curves 
     - Set LAB color mode, select Lightness 
     - Set an 'S' curve 
Add an HSL adjustment 
- Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - HSL adjustment 
      - Small increase in saturation 

 
 
 Supermoon 

Start with bracketed exposures of the moon 
File [menu] - New HDR merge 
   - Add images 

https://vimeo.com/131194587
https://vimeo.com/191612174


   - Change to Scale Rotate and Translate alignment – it works better than Perspective for images 
without hard edges and detail 

   - Untick Tone Map 
   - Click OK 
Remove color caste  
   Filters [menu] - Apply image 
      - Select 'Use current layer as source' 
      - Enable Equations 
      - DB = SB + SG / 8    [Destination Blue = Source Blue + 1/8 Source Green] to add a little more 

blue to the image 
      - Enable Before/After views to check result 
      - Modify formulas if needed 
      - Click Apply 
Go to Tone Mapping persona 
  - Reduce tone compression to a small value 
  - Add a small amount of local contrast 
  - Apply Curves adjustment to make greys darker to hide banding in the sky and add a small S 

curve 
  - Reduce saturation to give a more monochrome appearance 
  - Increase brightness 
  - Click Apply 
Click Selection brush 
   - Select the moon's surface 
   - Click Refine (in context toolbar) 
      - It has matted the edges of selection 
      - No other actions needed 
      - Click Apply        
View [menu] - (uncheck) Show pixel selection to retain selection but turn off marque (marching 

ants) 
Go to Tone Mapping persona again (with selection in effect) 
   - Reduce tone compression to 0 (or near 0) 
   - Set high level of Local Contrast to show details in moon’s surface 
   - Click Apply 
Select the Crop tool 
   - Select Diagonals overly (in context toolbar) 
   - Set Mode to custom ratio (in context toolbar) set 1 : 1 
   - Move cropping square to center on the moon (using the diagonals overlay) 
   - Click Apply 

  

Windows Workflow videos 

  

In addition to the regular tutorials, we've also got some workflow videos shot on the Windows 

version of Photo that cover using a variety of features to edit an image to completion. These tend 

to be released on a more informal basis. 

 

 



 Hadrian's Wall 
Open a raw image in Photo - it switches to the Develop persona 
 Click Assistant in context toolbar 
    - Set Do not apply tone curve 
    - Click Close 
 Enable Shadows and highlights 
   - Reduce highlights all the way 
 In Tones panel 
   - Curves - draw an S curve, keeping highlight detail 
 In Details panel   
   Noise reduction  
      - Reduce color noise (25 - 30 for low ISO)  
      - Maybe: reduce luminance noise until flat areas smooth 
      - Maybe: add noise ~4% (finer than sensor noise)  
 Click Develop (commit raw adjustments, switch to Photo persona) 
 In Photo persona: 
   - Show layers panel  
 Select [menu] Tonal range - select mid tones 
 Layer [menu] - new adjustment layer - HSL adjustment [masked to selection]  
 Select [menu] - Deselect [removes selection lines for visibility] 
     - On HSL adjustments - Increase saturation, maybe do hue shift?  
 Layer [menu] - New adjustment layer - White Balance  
     - Move white balance to the right to warm the image  
     - Set blend mode to Multiply  
     - Click blend range (gear icon beside blend mode) 
          - Controls blending based on brightness  
          - Drag right end or curve (highlights) to zero so warming is only applied to shadows  
 Select the Channels panel (rather than Zoom panel at the lower right) 
     Composite channels are for the final image 
     Channels below are for the selected layer 
     - Select background pixel layer 
     - Right-click Red channel, create spare channel 
     - Right-click on the new Spare Channel, rename to Red 
 Select top layer in layer stack 
 Layers [menu] - New Adjustment - Curves 
     - With Curves settings displayed 
     - Right-click on "Red" channel - load to Curves Adjustment Alpha 
     - Drag curve to darken the darker tones - affects foreground (not sky) because of the mask 
 Add defused glow to highlights 
 Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Defused glow 
     - Drag Defused Glow to top of layer stack (un-nest) 
     - Set a large Radius 
     - 100% opacity, low Intensity        
 Assistant - icon in context toolbar has options to control if new layers nest or not 
      "Add filter layer to selection" - child or new layer 
      Warning: Live filters can slow down processing 
         - Nesting results in less processing 
         - If processing slow try turning filters off 

https://vimeo.com/191642138


 Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Curves 
       - Increase shadows 
 Layer [menu] - New Live Filter - Add Noise 
       - Add a small amount of noise 
       - Set blend ranges - reduce highlights to 0 (on left panel) 

 
      
 Tiled Building 

- Selection brush 
    Paint over areas to select (sky, windows) 
    Use the space bar to pan while painting with selection brush 
    Use the Alt key to paint removal of selection 
- Select [menu] - Invert pixel selection 
     Selection is now the building (non-sky, non-window) 
- Right-click on "Pixel select" in the Channels panel - Create spare channel 
- Right-click Spare channel - Rename to a name like the subject of the selection 
- Select [menu] - Deselect [removes selection lines] 
- Layer [menu] New Adjustment layer - HSL adjustment  
- Right-click saved selection (renamed spare channel) 
     - Load to HSL adjustment Alpha channel 
- Make changes to HSL saturation and hue shift  
     - Only applies to areas selected by the mask 
- Add a new pixel layer, set blend mode to Reflect 
     Select a dark brown color  
     (In Reflect mode the colors painted will be intensified)  
     [  and  ]  shortcut keys change bush size 
     Add a mask to the pixel layer 
        - Click the "white rectangle with black dot" icon at the bottom of the Layers panel  
        - Load the mask from the saved spare channel 
        - Right click on saved channel - load to mask alpha  
        - The mask restricts painted area to just the building 
Change lighting               
- Layer [menu] - New Live Filter layer - Lighting Filter  
     - Adjust to taste 
To correct the tonal change created by the lighting filter 
- Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Curves 
   - Reduce brightness of dark tones 
   But we need to stop the adjustment changing the sky 
   Adjustment filters have masks automatically 
   - Select adjustment/filter layer, select paint brush tool,  
   - Set color to black  
   - And paint to turn off adjustment  
      Paint black to mask to turn off adjustment   
      Paint white to turn on adjustment 
 
 

 Portrait Retouching 
Retouching a portrait - removing lines etc. on face     

https://vimeo.com/191981432
https://vimeo.com/194985128


 - Filters - Frequency separation  
     - Radius = 2 pixels is a good starting point 
 - Turn off high frequency layer, select low frequency layer      
 - Run healing brush on low frequency image first 
       Heal the lines on the face 
         - Alt-click to set a source, click or drag over line 
         - Drag the image with the middle mouse button to drag image around (scroll) 
         - Or hold down the space bar to enable panning by dragging with the left mouse button 
 - Run clone on the high frequency image with a very high Hardness setting - to keep the details 

sharp 
 - Layer [menu] - Merge Visible - to combine high and low frequency layers just edited 
 - Layer [menu] - New Live Filter Layer - Depth of Field Filter - add blurred 'out of focus' area 

around subject 
    - tick Preserve alpha, increase radius 
Intensify and modify the color of the eyes 
 - Add a New pixel layer, blend mode Overlay, opacity 50% 
 - Paint brush, hardness = 0,   
   Hold Alt -> click to pick color, adjust color,  
   Paint with the adjusted color 
   Use [ and ] keys to adjust bush size while painting 
   Adjust opacity to control effect 
Add Diffuse Glow with Radius = 100, Intensity = 2% Opacity = 100%  
Change lighting direction 
Layer [menu] - New Live Filter Layer - Lighting Filter 
  - Drag the lighting control to top left, enlarge and direct at subject 
  - Specular = 70%, shininess = 90% (looks really bad!) 
Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Curves 
   - Drag a node in shadows down and a node in highlights down giving a smooth dish down 

curve - tames the lighting filter 
Go back a reopen lighting filter settings 
    - Make main beam narrow, just on face. Adjust angle 
    - But lighting filter is blowing out some highlights 
 All filters and adjustments have a mask, so 
 Select the paintbrush tool 
   - Set a large brush size using the   ]  key 
   - Set hardness = 0 
   - Set color to black (on the Colors panel) 
   - Set opacity to 50%  (or could have set color to grey) 
   Effect is too strong so set color white, opacity = 10% 
   - Paint layers to reduce mask strength 
 Reopen the Curves settings and adjust more 
 Reopen Lighting settings and adjust more 
 Layer [menu] - New Live Filter Layer - Vignette Filter 
   - Exposure = -4, hardness = 50% 
   - Adjust shape and scale to taste 
 Drag Curves above Vignette in stack  
   - So curves applies to Vignette      

        



                                           
 Monochromatic Architecture 

--- Convert to monochrome, adjust tones --- 
Convert a flat building picture to black and white (but with interesting composition and 

textures) 
Convert to black and white 
  - Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Black and White 
      - Set blend mode to Glow 
      - Adjust colors to bring out tones 
Add a second Black and White adjustment to remove any remaining color          
  - Layer [menu] - New Adjustment - Black and White 
Enhance selected tones 
  - Add a new pixel layer (icon at bottom right of Layers panel) 
  - Set blend mode to Overlay, set opacity to 40% 
  - Select the paintbrush tool 
  - Increase brush size, set Hardness = 0 
  - Set color to White on color panel 
  Paint over elements to highlight 
  - Add a new pixel layer 
  - Set blend mode to Reflect 
  - Set opacity 60% 
  - Set color Black 
  - Paint over elements with highlights 
  Clean up areas where the brush when off the element to enhance 
  - Select the Erase brush 
  - Reduce hardness, increase brush width 
  - Drag over areas to erase the excess painting 
  Enhance another element in the picture 
  - Add a new pixel layer (icon at bottom right of Layers panel) 
  - Set blend mode to Overlay, set opacity to 20% 
  - Select the paintbrush tool 
  - Increase brush size, set Hardness = 0 
  - Set color to White on color panel 
  Paint over elements to highlight 
Add some subtle grain 
  - Layers [menu] - New Live Filter - Add Noise Filter 
  - Drag in layers panel to un-nest Noise filter - drag to top of stack 
  - Set intensity = 20% 

 

  

  

 

https://vimeo.com/194986066

